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ABSTRACT

LONGITUDINAL STUDIES OF CAENORHABDITIS ELEGANS AGING AND BEHAVIOR USING A MICROFABRICATED MULTI-WELL DEVICE

Matthew Alexander Churgin
Christopher Fang-Yen

The roundworm C. elegans is a powerful model organism for dissecting the genetics of behavior and aging. The central genetic pathways regulating lifespan, such as insulin signaling, were first identified in worms. C. elegans is also the only animal for which a full map of all neural synaptic connections, or connectome, exists. However, current manual and automated methods are unable to efficiently monitor and quantify behavioral phenotypes which unfold over long time scales. Therefore, it has been difficult to study phenotypes such as long-term behavior states and behavioral changes with age in worms. To address these limitations, here I describe a novel device, called the WorMotel, to longitudinally monitor behavior in up to 240 single C. elegans on time scales encompassing the worm's maximum lifespan of two months. The WorMotel is fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane from a 3-D printed negative mold. Each device consists of 240 individual wells, each of which houses a single worm atop agar and bacterial food. I use custom software to quantify movement between frames to longitudinally monitor behavior for each animal. I first describe the application of the WorMotel to the automation of lifespan measurements in C. elegans, the characterization of intra-strain and inter-strain variability in behavioral decline, the relationship between behavior and lifespan, and the scaling of behavioral decline with increasing stress. I then describe the
application of the WorMotel to quantify locomotive behavioral states and their modulation by the presence or absence of food as well as biogenic amine neurotransmitters. Using the WorMotel in combination with genetics and pharmacology, I outline a neural circuit by which the biogenic amines serotonin and octopamine regulate locomotion state to signal animals to adopt behavior appropriate to a fed and fasting state, respectively. I include protocols for construction of custom imaging rigs and requirements for long-term imaging as an appendix. The WorMotel is a powerful tool that can facilitate discovery and understanding of the mechanisms underlying long-term phenotypes such as behavioral states and aging.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction and Overview

Advances in science, medicine, and public health have been extraordinarily successful in improving human survival and quality of life over the past two centuries. Maximum human lifespan in developed countries has increased by an average of three months each year since 1840 (Vaupel 2010; Christensen et al. 2010) (Figure 1.1). As human populations have aged, however, previously uncommon diseases, such as cancer, heart disease, and neurodegeneration, have become more prominent (Christensen et al. 2010; Vaupel et al. 1998). These age-associated illnesses exact a significant toll on human health and productivity (Vaupel 2010; Vaupel et al. 1998; Wimo et al. 2013). While much work is dedicated to understanding the specific pathophysiology of these diseases, aging itself is the number one risk factor for many of them (Christensen et al. 2010; Lopez-Otin et al. 2013). If we could improve our understanding of aging and its pathophysiology, we might be able to learn how to mitigate a number associated with old age. Therefore, an important goal of biomedical research is to understand the determinants of lifespan and healthy aging in the hopes of ameliorating the detrimental aspects of aging.
THE BIOLOGY OF AGING

Aging can be defined as an organism's systematic loss of functional capacity that leads inexorably to death, or a permanent loss of homeostasis. Aging is a complex phenotype that includes cell-autonomous and cell-non-autonomous effects. The Hayflick limit, or the limited number of divisions a cell can undergo before entering a phase of replicative senescence, is an example of cell-autonomous aging as it is observed in isolated...
individual cells (DiLoreto and Murphy 2010; Lopez-Otin et al. 2013). Altered nutrient signaling, in which age-associated changes in the response to nutrients causes organism-wide alterations in energy metabolism, is an example of cell-non-autonomous aging, as aging in a tissue that does not directly sense nutrients may be influenced by a distant tissue, such as the gut or brain (Murphy, Lee, and Kenyon 2007; Lopez-Otin et al. 2013; Barzilai et al. 2012). Many other so-called "hallmarks of aging" have been discovered, and these have greatly improved our understanding of aging biology and pathophysiology (Longo, Antebi, Bartke, Barzilai, Brown-Borg, Caruso, Curiel, de Cabo, et al. 2015; Lopez-Otin et al. 2013) (Figure 1.2). Current work in the field aims to understand how to modulate these hallmarks to mitigate the deleterious effects of aging.

Figure 1.2
Hallmarks of aging. Originally published by Lopez-Otin et al. (Lopez-Otin et al. 2013)
Great progress has been made in understanding how aging can be experimentally manipulated. In the 1980s and 90s, a role for genes was discovered in the regulation of lifespan (C. Kenyon et al. 1993; Friedman and Johnson 1988). In fact, single gene mutations were found to be able to double the lifespan of the roundworm *C. elegans* (Friedman and Johnson 1988; C. Kenyon et al. 1993) (Figure 1.3).

![C. elegans lifespan curves showing that a single gene mutation can double lifespan. *daf-2* mutants harbor a loss-of-function mutation in the insulin receptor. Originally published by Kenyon et al. (C. Kenyon et al. 1993)](image)

**Figure 1.3** *C. elegans* lifespan curves showing that a single gene mutation can double lifespan. *daf-2* mutants harbor a loss-of-function mutation in the insulin receptor. Originally published by Kenyon et al. (C. Kenyon et al. 1993)

Since then, many more genes have been discovered that influence lifespan in roundworms, flies, and mice (C. J. Kenyon 2010). Genes that influence lifespan in these model organisms have also been found to be associated with human longevity (Lehner 2013; Deelen et al. 2013). Researchers have even identified conserved genetic signaling pathways that may be potential therapeutic targets to slow aging in humans. These targets include the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), which can be targeted to slow aging in worms and mice by treatment with the drug rapamycin, and AMP-activated
protein kinase (AMPK), which can slow aging when targeted with the drug metformin (Longo, Antebi, Bartke, Barzilai, Brown-Borg, Caruso, Curiel, De Cabo, et al. 2015; Onken and Driscoll 2010; Partridge 2014).

One of the central genetic pathways regulating aging is the insulin/insulin-like signaling (IIS) pathway. This pathway, which was first discovered to exert a profound influence on lifespan in *C. elegans* (Figure 1.3), has been shown to also influence lifespan in flies, mice, and humans (Deelen et al. 2013; Metaxakis et al. 2014; Gems and Partridge 2013). The IIS pathway functions to sense nutrients in the environment and relay signals to the rest of the organism about fundamental organismal decisions regarding development and behavior, primarily by acting on the downstream transcription factor FOXO (Liang et al. 2006a; Kimura, Riddle, and Ruvkun 2011; Ogg et al. 1997) (Figure 1.4). FOXO also coordinates the cellular response to various forms of stress (Liang et al. 2006a; Driver et al. 2013; A. L. Hsu 2003). The IIS/FOXO axis is a fundamental pathway linking energy status, nutrient availability, stress, and aging in metazoans.
MEASURING AGING WITH LIFESPAN AND HEALTHSPAN

A critical question in studying aging is how to quantify aging and its effects. The most commonly recorded phenotype of aging is lifespan (Tatar 2009). Lifespan is a simple endpoint measurement that describes the amount of time an organism has survived. Therefore, it contains information about an organism’s average rate of aging. However, this simple measure of aging is unable to describe the pattern of decline in health that occurs during the aging process itself (Stroustrup et al. 2013; W. B. Zhang et al. 2016).
This raises some significant issues. For example, it may be that interventions that prolong lifespan do so as the expense of health. Ideally, we would like interventions that delay aging to do so by enabling the span of health to increase to at least the same extent as the span of life.

To address this concern, recent efforts in aging research have begun to define other measurements of aging. One such category of aging measurements is an organism's healthspan, or the amount of life spent in a healthy state (Tatar 2009; Bansal et al. 2015; Iwasa et al. 2010; Hansen and Kennedy 2016). Like lifespan, healthspan is a single number that defines an aspect of aging, namely, the span of an individual's health. Healthspan is more difficult to define than lifespan, as it can take the form of a number of metrics, such as functional capacity, tissue morphology and structure, or stress resistance (Hahm et al. 2015; Pincus, Smith-Vikos, and Slack 2011; W. B. Zhang et al. 2016; Bansal et al. 2015). A current interest in the field of aging research is to identify genetic or environmental conditions that maximize not only lifespan but healthspan (Figure 1.5).

![Figure 1.5](image)

**Figure 1.5** Equal lifespan does not ensure equal healthspan. Three theoretical individual animals with equal lifespans but different healthspans. Red curve indicates health trajectory over time. Gray shaded region indicates times at which each individual remains in a healthy state. a) Intermediate healthspan b) Short healthspan c) Long healthspan
The first step in improving our understanding of healthspan, however, requires the ability to measure healthspan. Unlike lifespan, which can be easily measured by counting the number of animals alive in a population over time, healthspan requires longitudinal measurements of health throughout each individual’s life. Such measurements, while possible, are extremely laborious and time-consuming when performed manually. Therefore, new techniques to measure healthspan in an efficient manner are a necessity.

**BIOGENIC AMINES LINK AGING, ENERGY METABOLISM, AND BEHAVIOR**

Aging is an important risk factor for neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's (Christensen et al. 2010), so by understanding aging we may also understand the diseases associated with it. Diseases of nervous system failure are thought to be caused by factors such as neuronal protein misfolding and aggregation (Stefani and Dobson 2003; Ross and Poirier 2004; Aguzzi and O’Connor 2010). A symptom of some neurodegenerative diseases is dysregulation of behaviors associated with energy metabolism, such as mood, aggression, feeding, and appetite (Swaab, Bao, and Lucassen 2005; Moon et al. 2011). A better understanding of the neural underpinnings of these complex behaviors is required to improve treatment for diseases that disrupt their normal function and reduce quality of life.

Biogenic amines are a conserved class of neurotransmitter signals that link energy metabolism and behavior. Biogenic amines include dopamine, serotonin, epinephrine, norepinephrine, octopamine, and tyramine (Hoffman et al. 1998; Chase and Koelle 2007;
Dysregulation of biogenic amine signaling is implicated in neuropsychiatric disorders such as anorexia, depression, Alzheimer's, and Parkinson’s (Kaye et al. 1991; Haider and Haleem 2000; Finch and Cohen 1997; Curran and Chalasani 2012; Meltzer et al. 1998). For example, Parkinson's disease, a neurodegenerative disease that affects movement and cognitive function, is caused by a loss of dopamine signaling (Dauer and Przedborski 2003; Nass 2010; Kuwahara and Iwatsubo 2005). Drugs that act on norepinephrine receptors are used to treat coronary heart disease, ventricular arrhythmias, and other cardiovascular diseases associated with aging (Singewald and Philippu 1996; Bousquet, Feldman, and Schwartz 1984).

Serotonin is implicated in a number of disorders, including depression, eating disorders, and insomnia, which can become more severe with age (Tecott 2007; Wilson and Argyropoulos 2005). These findings suggest that dysregulation of biogenic amine signaling is an important factor in neurodegenerative and neuropsychiatric disease.

Studying biogenic amine signaling can improve our understanding of complex behaviors in humans and inform our treatment of neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders associated with aging.

*C. ELEGANS IS A POWERFUL MODEL ORGANISM FOR THE STUDY OF NEUROSCIENCE AND AGING*

It is difficult to study densely interconnected signaling pathways and neural circuits in complex organisms like mammals. For example, mice, whose brains contain about 1000 times fewer neurons than humans, still contain approximately 100 million neurons (Oh et al. 2014; Helmstaedter et al. 2014). Understanding how such a staggering number of cells work together to sense and process the environment and produce behavior is no
small feat. Furthermore, mammals exhibit obstacles to experimentation, such as complexities in rearing and limited access to vital organs for intervention and imaging. Therefore, researchers often look to simpler organisms that can be more easily manipulated in the lab. Results obtained by studying these simpler organisms are often transferable to other phyla such as mammals (Lehner 2013; Papatheodorou, Petrovs, and Thornton 2014; G. M. Martin 2011) (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6 Conservation of genetic pathways regulating lifespan in organisms as diverse as a) Worms, b) Flies, and c) Mice. Originally published by Gems and Partridge (Gems and Partridge 2013).

In the 1970s, Sydney Brenner proposed the roundworm *Caenorhabditis elegans* as a model organism for genetic research (S Brenner 1974; Sydney Brenner 2003). These 1 mm-long worms (Figure 1.7) exhibit a number of features that make them attractive
candidates for biological research. The worm life cycle is about three days, making
worms easy to culture in the lab. Worms exist primarily as hermaphrodites, which
facilitates culturing and may reduce experimental variability. Worms are optically
transparent, which facilitates imaging the tissues of live animals.

Figure 1.7 Adult *C. elegans*. Head is on the left. The adult worm is approximately 1 mm long.

Worms are grown in the lab on petri plates filled with agar, and they feed on a thin layer
of *E. coli* bacteria. Individual animals can be manipulated for husbandry or experimental
purposes with a platinum wire pick. The simplicity of culture and physical manipulation
make *C. elegans* a convenient organism to work with in the lab.

The *C. elegans* adult hermaphrodite has a compact nervous system of only 302 neurons
and 959 total cells (S Brenner 1974), making worms a highly tractable system in which to
study how strings of neurons work together to produce behavior. Despite its simplicity,
*C. elegans* exhibits a range of behaviors such as feeding (L. Avery 1993), locomotion (S
Brenner 1974; Kawano and Zhen 2011), navigation (Gray, Hill, and Bargmann 2005;
Pierce-Shimomura, Morse, and Lockery 2012), learning (Stein and Murphy 2014;
Lakhina and Murphy 2015), and mating (Liu and Sternberg 2012). Furthermore, worms are the only organism for which the entire synaptic connectivity diagram or ‘connectome’ (Jarrell et al. 2012; Oh et al. 2014) has been mapped (White et al. 1986). Such information facilitates the elucidation of the neural circuits that underlie behavior.

Worms also enjoy a wealth of genetic tools and other technical resources (M Chalfie et al. 1994; Timmons, Court, and Fire 2001; S Brenner 1974).

The worm also exhibits numerous features that make it an attractive system in which to study the biology of aging. One such feature is the worm’s short generation time, which enables rapid construction of genetic crosses and transgenic rescue strains. The worm life cycle lasts approximately three days at 20° C (Raizen et al. 2008). During this time, an embryo develops through four larval stages into a mature reproductive adult. An adult *C. elegans* hermaphrodite lays between 100 and 300 progeny (Waggoner et al. 2000; Hobson et al. 2006). In the lab, wild type *C. elegans* survive for an average of 2-3 weeks (C. Kenyon et al. 1993). The worm’s short lifespan reduces the time required to perform repeated experiments on interventions that influence aging, especially in comparison with other model organisms such as flies and mice, which may live for up to four months or two years, respectively.

Finally, many *C. elegans* genes are highly homologous to those in humans, enabling study of behavior, metabolism, and aging in a simple model organism. Therefore, many results obtained in worms often yield similar results in mice and humans (C. J. Kenyon 2010). Examples of conserved genes include biogenic amine synthesis enzymes,
biogenic amine receptors, and members of nutrient sensing pathways such as the insulin receptor and the FOXO transcription factor that influence aging (Tecott 2007; Carre-Pierrat et al. 2006; C. J. Kenyon 2010) (Figure 1.4). Overall, C. elegans is a simple yet powerful model organism for the study of the relationship between genes, metabolism, aging, and behavior.

STUDYING AGING IN C. ELEGANS

Genes are a key factor that regulate various hallmarks of aging (Lopez-Otin et al. 2013; C. J. Kenyon 2010). Many genes that influence lifespan in C. elegans also regulate lifespan in mammals (C. J. Kenyon 2010). Therefore, genetic pathways that regulate aging are often highly conserved across evolution. Studying the genetic pathways that influence lifespan and healthspan in simple organisms can improve our understanding of aging in mammals (Longo, Antebi, Bartke, Barzilai, Brown-Borg, Caruso, Curiel, De Cabo, et al. 2015).

C. elegans is a strong candidate with which to improve our understanding of the biology of aging (C. J. Kenyon 2010; A.-L. Hsu et al. 2009; Fontana, Partridge, and Longo 2010). C. elegans was the first animal in which it was discovered that single gene mutations can drastically alter lifespan. For example, it was first discovered in worms that mutations in the genes age-1 and daf-2, both of which are part of the insulin/insulin-like signaling pathway, can increase lifespan about two-fold (C. Kenyon et al. 1993; Friedman and Johnson 1988) (Figure 1.3-1.4). Since this discovery, many more genes and pathways have been found to influence lifespan (Murphy et al. 2003; McCormick et al. 2011; Lund
et al. 2002; Rangaraju et al. 2015; Ye et al. 2013; J Apfeld and Kenyon 1999), and many of these pathways are conserved between worms and mammals (Lopez-Otin et al. 2013).

A fundamental limitation of manual studies of aging in *C. elegans* is that these studies are almost exclusively carried out at the population level and only measure time of death. By only measuring lifespan, researchers lose all information about the aging process itself. Therefore, we do not know the impact on aging of many genes that influence lifespan. The reason this is important is that genes that increase lifespan may have deleterious effects on health, resulting in animals with longer lifespans but shorter healthspans relative to wild type (Bansal et al. 2015; W. B. Zhang et al. 2016). The relative merits of such conflicting effects are up for debate, but what is not is the need for scientists to understand the full range of effects of interventions that influence lifespan, especially as the results from simple model organisms such as worms and flies is increasingly translated to studies of mammalian (Onken and Driscoll 2010; Lakowski and Hekimi 1998; J. a Baur et al. 2006; Lee and Min 2013; Mirzaei, Suarez, and Longo 2014; Barzilai et al. 2012) and primate aging (Colman et al. 2014).

As such, a current area of great scientific and medical interest is in understanding the biology of healthspan, or the fraction of an animal's life spent in good health (Longo, Antebi, Bartke, Barzilai, Brown-Borg, Caruso, Curiel, De Cabo, et al. 2015; J. A. Baur et al. 2012; Tatar 2009). In order to measure this quantity, however, requires the ability to make life-long observations of health in individual animals over their entire lives.
VARIABILITY IN LIFESPAN AND AGING

In the lab, *C. elegans* are typically reared as clonal populations. Despite this fact, there remains significant variation in lifespan within a population (Kirkwood et al. 2005) (Figure 1.3). What is the source of such variation? One known source of variability is worms’ bacterial food, which was shown to be variably pathogenic (D. H. Kim 2013; Sánchez-Blanco and Kim 2011). However, bacterial pathogenicity explains only a small fraction of lifespan variability. One possible explanation underlying the remaining variability is stochastic variability in gene expression, which may lead to variable aging in different genetic pathways or tissues (Kaern et al. 2005; Raj and van Oudenaarden 2008; Herndon and Driscoll 2002). Finer analysis of aging at the individual level may help uncover inter-individual differences in aging that can shed light on these unknown sources of variability.

A recent study measured lifespan for large populations of worms and found that the lifespan distribution scales between populations with different lifespans (Stroustrup et al. 2016) (Figure 1.8). Mutant populations with different average lifespans were found to exhibit similarly shaped lifespan curves when rescaled in time, suggesting that the causes of aging might be reduced to a single variable (Stroustrup et al. 2016). However, another recent study monitored other aging phenotypes in addition to lifespan and found that individuals with different lifespans did not exhibit a similar scaling as observed at the population level (W. B. Zhang et al. 2016). Therefore, while population lifespan curves scale, aging in individual wild type animals does not. It remains unanswered how the constellation of genetic and environmental variables are filtered through metabolic
pathways to give rise to the aging process and in what ways the aging process may vary across individuals and populations.

Figure 1.8 Temporal scaling of lifespan. a) Lifespan curves of worms cultivated under four different temperature conditions. Temperature conditions were 20° C (black curve), 25° C (green curve), 27° C (blue curve), and 33° C (red curve). b) Lifespan curves from panel (a) rescaled in time, indicating a conserved shape. Originally published by Stroustrup et al. (Stroustrup et al. 2016)

BIOGENIC AMINES AND BEHAVIOR

Animals must adapt their behavior to environmental conditions in order to maximize their chances of survival. Locomotion and movement patterns are a fundamental behavior that must be adjusted to the environment, and food levels are a particularly salient environmental variable that dictates how animals should behave. Food levels are a complex parameter, as the way food levels are processed by an animal are modulated by factors such as type and concentration of food (McCloskey et al. 2017), memory of past feeding or starvation (Sawin and Horvitz 2000), and the spatial arrangement of food (Calhoun et al. 2015; Calhoun and Hayden 2015).
Given the importance of the relationship between food and behavior, it should come as no surprise that an ancient system of signaling molecules regulates this relationship. Biogenic amines are conserved neuromodulators that link environment with organismal energy balance. Biogenic amines regulate behaviors dependent on energy status such as movement and feeding (Chase and Koelle 2007). Serotonin is a biogenic amine that regulates feeding and appetite in organisms as diverse as worms and humans (Tecott 2007), and it often functions as a food signal (Kaye et al. 1991; E. R. Greer et al. 2008; Srinivasan et al. 2008; Liang et al. 2006a; J Y Sze et al. 2000). Adrenaline and noradrenaline, and noradrenaline’s invertebrate analog, octopamine, are “fight or flight” signals that indicate either a lack of food or a signal to cease feeding and digestion (Roeder 2005). While much is known about the basic function of biogenic amines, the precise neural circuits through which they act to sense and process the environment and in turn produce behavior are only beginning to be fully elucidated (Flavell et al. 2013a; Yang et al. 2015; Suo, Culotti, and Van Tol 2009; Suo, Kimura, and Tol 2006). As previously mentioned, biogenic amine signaling often goes awry in age-associated neurodegenerative diseases. Therefore, studying biogenic amine signaling can not only help us better understand how animals make behavioral decisions but may also improve our understanding of diseases associated with aging.

LONG-TERM BEHAVIOR IN C. ELEGANS

Animal behavior unfolds over time scales ranging from milliseconds up to hours, days, or longer. For example, mammals exhibit reflexive responses to auditory cues in
milliseconds (Nelken et al. 2005), but hibernate with characteristic posture and quiescent behavior for months (S. L. Martin 2008; Andrews 2007) (Figure 1.9).

![Mammalian hibernation](image)

**Figure 1.9** Mammalian hibernation is a long-term behavior state. A black bear is pictured during hibernation. Stereotypical posture can be observed. Hibernators also cease movement and feeding for long time periods. Originally published by Tøien et al. (Tøien et al. 2011).

A similar range of time scales are observed in worm behaviors. Short term behaviors, such as touch response (Martin Chalfie et al. 1985), acute avoidance behaviors (Edwards et al. 2008), and feeding (Nicholas F Trojanowski et al. 2014; L. Avery 1993) are more easily studied than long term ones as they are readily measured using manual methods and observation. Some longer term behaviors can be easily studied if they exhibit discrete endpoints, such as chemotaxis (P. Sengupta, Chou, and Bargmann 1996). However, in general it is more difficult to study behaviors that occur on long time scales,
such as those that unfold over hours or days, due to the difficulty of long-term manual observation. Even automated video recording methods may fail due to the inability to uniquely track individuals over time as animals in a population mix together. A related challenge in long-term monitoring is the tracking of behavioral changes with age over the entire worm lifespan.

A number of long-term behaviors have been identified in worms. These include taxis behaviors, which involve animals navigating in relation to some physical stimulus, sometimes involving memory and learning (Ramot et al. 2008; Pierce-Shimomura, Morse, and Lockery 2012; Luo et al. 2014; Garrity et al. 2010; Iino and Yoshida 2009; Bargmann and Horvitz 1991; Hedgcock and Russell 1975; Ohnishi et al. 2011; Zariwala, Faumont, and Lockery 2003).

Behavioral states are another type of long-term behavior (Gallagher, Bjorness, et al. 2013). Behavioral states are composed of multiple individual behaviors that occur coincidentally and persist over time. Sleep is an example of a behavior state. Sleep is composed of multiple discrete behaviors, namely, stereotypical posture, reduced movement, and reduced sensory responsiveness, which occur coincidentally (R. V. Lam 2006; Gerstner, Perron, and Pack 2012; Crocker and Sehgal 2010; Cirelli and Tononi 2008). Worms also exhibit behavior states. A simple example of a worm behavior state is the increase in feeding rate and slowing of locomotion that occur in tandem when animals encounter bacterial food (L. Avery 1993; Sawin and Horvitz 2000). Another long term behavior state in worms is quiescent or sleep behavior, which occurs after each
molt (Raizen et al. 2008; M D Nelson et al. 2013), where it is known as ‘developmentally-timed sleep’, or in response to stressors such as heat or ultraviolet radiation, where it is known as ‘stress-induced sleep’ (Iannacone et al. 2017; N. F. Trojanowski et al. 2015). Sleep in worms exhibits similar properties to that in mammals, such as stereotypical posture, reduced movement, reduced sensory response, and homeostasis (Raizen et al. 2008; Iwanir et al. 2013; Nagy, Raizen, and Biron 2014).

Long-term behaviors can occur on time scales ranging from hours (taxis, sleep, and other behavioral states) to months (aging). A crucial challenge is to develop methods to monitor long-term behaviors in an efficient manner, as long-term behaviors are difficult to study using manual techniques.

TECHNIQUES FOR LONG-TERM MONITORING OF C. ELEGANS

In order to characterize and understand behaviors that occur over long time scales, such as the locomotion behavior states and age-related decline that are the topics of this dissertation, we require methods for long-term monitoring of worm behavior. A number of approaches have been devised to study long-term phenotypes in C. elegans. These approaches can be classified into two groups: longitudinal and population. Longitudinal approaches aim to isolate individual animals in order to monitor each individual longitudinally over the desired time period, enabling single animal tracking, higher resolution phenotyping, and analysis of inter-individual variability. Population-based approaches aim to monitor many animals at a time, often simply by imaging a standard agar plate (Swierczek et al. 2011; Stroustrup et al. 2013). These approaches are ideal for
applications where large numbers of animals are necessary, such as subtle phenotypes. However, due to their lack of ability to track individual animals longitudinally, population-based approaches are limited to characterizing short-term behaviors.

Longitudinal imaging approaches include culturing worms in individual droplets (Belfer et al. 2013), individual wells (W. B. Zhang et al. 2016; Yu, Raizen, and Fang-Yen 2014; Bringmann 2011), microfluidic devices (Hulme et al. 2010b; Lockery et al. 2008) (Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10 Longitudinal imaging methods. a) Worms can be monitored for their whole lives in aqueous droplets. Originally published by Belfer et al (Belfer et al. 2013). b-c) Worms can be monitored in individual wells in a microfluidic device. Originally published by Hulme et al. (Hulme et al. 2010a).

However, many of these methods are compatible with only specific worm ages, such as individual larval or adult stages, limiting their flexibility. Another approach to longitudinal imaging is to use a moving microscope stage to image a single animal on an agar plate, track the animal in real-time, and use the moving stage to keep the animal in
the field of view (Husson et al. 2012). These methods are ideal for measuring the behavior of small numbers of animals over any length scale, although longer time scales are more difficult to sustain.

Population-based imaging approaches often culture animals on a standard agar plate. They often use sophisticated image analysis software to segment individual animals and track them over short time scales (seconds to minutes). These approaches have been used to describe in detail worm response to vibration (Swierczek et al. 2011) as well as applied to measure lifespan for large populations (Stroustrup et al. 2013) (Figure 1.11).

![Figure 1.11](image)

**Figure 1.11** Population-based imaging methods. a) The Lifespan machine uses flat-bed scanners to image many standard agar plates at a time. Originally published by Stroustrup et al (Stroustrup et al. 2013). b) The WormFarm microfluidic device can measure populations of worms in liquid over the course of the entire lifespan. Originally published by Xian et al (Xian et al. 2013).

These methods are ideal for measuring the behavior of many animals at a time, albeit only over short-time scales.

Current methods to monitor long-term behaviors in worms can thus be broken up into approaches that are highly granular and well-suited to describing the behavior of small
number of animals, or low-resolution and better suited to describing population behaviors of hundreds or thousands of animals over short length scales. Therefore, there is a lack of methods capable of measuring individual behavior over long time scales for many animals simultaneously. Furthermore, both classes of methods previously described are not scalable either up or down, limiting their utility to specific biological questions.

OBJECTIVE

The first goal of this thesis is to develop a method for long term, longitudinal imaging of *C. elegans* behavior and lifespan. The second goal is to use a combination of genetic techniques, pharmacology, machine vision, and quantitative behavioral analysis to address questions regarding variability in behavioral decline during aging, the relationship between behavior and survival, and the neural circuits underlying food-related behavior states. In chapter 2, I will discuss the development of the longitudinal imaging device and method, called the WorMotel (Figure 1.12-1.13), and its applications to automating measurements of lifespan and behavioral aging. I also apply the method to quantifying differences in inter-individual variability in the aging process, the scaling of aging during stress, and the relationship between behavior and survival.
In chapter 3, I will discuss the application of my longitudinal imaging method toward quantifying locomotion behavioral states in young adult animals and their modulation by
biogenic amine neurotransmitters and food. In chapter 4, I will discuss my conclusions and future directions suggested by this work. Appendix I presents a protocol describing how to construct the imaging system used in the majority of the experiments contained in the dissertation. Appendix II and III describe characterization and construction, respectively, of a system for single cell transgene induction using a pulsed infrared laser.
CHAPTER 2: Longitudinal imaging of Caenorhabditis elegans in a microfabricated device reveals variation in behavioral decline during aging
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ABSTRACT

The roundworm *C. elegans* is a mainstay of aging research due to its short lifespan and easily manipulable genetics. Current, widely used methods for long-term measurement of *C. elegans* are limited by low throughput and the difficulty of performing longitudinal monitoring of aging phenotypes. Here we describe the WorMotel, a microfabricated device for long-term cultivation and automated longitudinal imaging of large numbers of *C. elegans* confined to individual wells. Using the WorMotel, we find that short-lived and long-lived strains exhibit patterns of behavioral decline that do not temporally scale between individuals or populations, but rather resemble the shortest and longest lived individuals in a wild type population. We also find that behavioral trajectories of worms subject to oxidative stress resemble trajectories observed during aging. Our method is a powerful and scalable tool for analysis of *C. elegans* behavior and aging.

INTRODUCTION

Aging consists of gradual changes in an adult organism that cause a reduction of function and an increase in mortality. Studies of model organisms such as the roundworm *C. elegans* have identified highly conserved processes and pathways which influence aging, including dietary restriction (Lakowski and Hekimi 1998; Eric L Greer and Brunet 2009), insulin/insulin-like signaling (C. Kenyon et al. 1993), and the cytoprotective DAF-16/FOXO pathway (E L Greer and Brunet 2007; Eijkelenboom and Burgering 2013; Ogg et al. 1997).
Current, widely used methods for long-term measurement of *C. elegans* aging are based on manual inspection of worm survival on agar plates. These methods are robust and technically simple, but have a number of limitations. They are labor intensive, low in throughput, and are largely focused on lifespan at the population level without access to information about health or behavior during individual life trajectories.

Previous efforts have aimed to automate *C. elegans* survival assays. One method produces high resolution survival curves by monitoring large populations of animals on standard agar plates using flatbed scanners (Stroustrup et al. 2013). However, this method monitors only lifespan and are not designed to track individual animals over their entire lifetime. Therefore, this system is limited in its ability to study aging in individual animals.

Another method (W. B. Zhang et al. 2016) used small hydrogel compartments between a glass slide and a PDMS membrane to perform long-term longitudinal monitoring of *C. elegans* aging. However, the device has a number of limitations: it is not easily scalable to large numbers of animals and does not lend itself to screening experiments. The hydrogel device requires complex image analysis software and prevents access to animals during the experiment, limiting the additional phenotypes that can be assayed in tandem. Also, the hydrogel device requires sterile mutations to be crossed into all strains tested, and all experiments must be performed at the restrictive temperature of 25° C, limiting the prospects for genetic screening.
Here we describe a device we call the WorMotel (WM), which is capable of longitudinally tracking behavior of up to 240 uniquely identified animals of any genotype per device for over 60 days. The WM consists of an array of individual wells, each of which is filled with standard agar media, bacterial food, and a single worm, enabling long term cultivation and imaging of hundreds of uniquely identified animals. By conforming to the ANSI standard microplate format, our method leverages existing scalable automation technology including worm sorters, robotic plate handlers, and chemical library screening tools. We apply our method to quantifying inter-individual and inter-strain differences in behavioral decline during aging and stress, as well as in understanding the relationship between behavior and lifespan.

RESULTS

A scalable platform for long-term imaging of worm behavior, development, and lifespan

Conventional 96-well or 384-well microplates are not well suited for worm imaging and cultivation on agar media due to three problems. First, the vertical walls of each well make it difficult to image the worms when they are close to the edge of the wells (Figure 2.1 supplement 1). Second, worms tend to crawl between the agar and well edges, again making them difficult to image clearly. Third, under humid conditions, animals can climb over the walls of the wells, mixing with other worms.

We designed the WorMotel to address these limitations. Each WorMotel consists of a transparent polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate containing a rectangular array of up
to 240 wells, produced by molding from an acrylic photopolymer 3D-printed master (Shepherd et al. 2011) (Figure 2.1, Figure 2.1 supplement 2). The well geometry is optimized for worm cultivation and imaging of a single worm per well. A rounded concave well geometry (Figure 1a) provides a clear view of the animal at all positions on the agar surface (Yu, Raizen, and Fang-Yen 2014), and also inhibits worms from burrowing under the agar (Figure 2.1 supplement 3). A network of narrow moats containing a copper sulfate solution surrounding the wells prevents animals from escaping from their wells (Figure 2.1b).
Figure 2.1 WorMotel design, fabrication, preparation, and experimental setup (a) 3D rendering of WorMotel geometry. (b) Schematic cross-section of a single well. (c) Fabrication and loading process. (d) Image of WorMotel filled with agar, bacteria, and adult *C. elegans*. (e) Experimental setup. (f) Schematic of Blue light stimulation system. (g) Representative image of 240-well WorMotel. (h) High resolution image of nine wells, each housing a single young adult N2 worm.
Each well is filled with approximately 15 µL of NGM agar, followed by a suspension of bacteria added as food. For lifespan measurements, enough bacteria is added initially to sustain worms throughout their lives, and the animals are left essentially undisturbed for the remainder of the experiment. A single worm is added manually to each well.

The WorMotel is sealed inside a polystyrene dish (Nunc Omnitray) and imaged under dark field illumination with a CMOS camera (Imaging Source) where it remains for the experiment’s duration (Figure 2.1e) (Churgin and Fang-Yen 2015). If desired, however, the device may be removed periodically for manual inspection or other longitudinal assays. The pixel resolution for a field of view containing all 240 wells is 36 µm, or roughly one thirtieth the length of an adult *C. elegans* (Figure 2.1g, Video 2.1-2.3). Moving the camera closer to the WM or using a longer focal length lens reduces the field of view but enables higher resolution images to be attained (Figure 2.1h, Video 2.4).

In humans and diverse model organisms, locomotor activity has been used as a measure of health (Hausdorff et al. 1997; Grotewiel et al. 2005; Huang, Xiong, and Kornfeld 2004). It has been shown that spontaneous locomotion on food is a non-ideal measure of health since it assesses food preference in addition to locomotor ability (Hahm et al. 2015). As such, a directed behavior is preferable over spontaneous movement. We used the response to blue light illumination as a measure of locomotor ability and therefore health.
The WM can be imaged continuously or intermittently. Under intermittent imaging, the WM is automatically imaged at 0.2 frames per second for a 30 minute interval twice daily. After fifteen minutes, a blue light stimulus, which evokes an escape response in worms (Edwards et al. 2008), is applied to the entire plate for 10 s using a set of light emitting diodes (LEDs). In this manner we measure both spontaneous and evoked behavioral responses (Figure 2.1f, 2.2b-e, Video 2.1-2.3).

**Figure 2.2 Image processing, automated lifespan calculation, and manual validation**

(a) Activity calculation. Delta image (right image) is calculated by pixel-by-pixel subtraction of images taken at time $t_1$ from images taken at time $t_2$. Examples are shown in which a worm moves (top) and does not move (bottom). (b) Activity, shown as a heat map, of Day 1 adult animals during a 30-minute imaging epoch. Arrow indicates 10-second blue light stimulation. (c) Activity of adult *C. elegans* on day 10. (d) Activity trace from one wild-type animal. Blue light was applied at time zero (e) Average wild-type population behavior on day 1 (solid curve) and day 10 (dashed curve) (n=30) (f) Single animal trace of maximum spontaneous (dashed) or stimulated (solid) activity across entire lifespan. Arrow indicates time of death. (g) Lifespan of animals grown on the WorMotel (solid curves) or standard plates (dashed curves).

Custom MATLAB software quantifies movement of the animal in each well. Following pixel-by-pixel subtraction of pairs of temporally adjacent frames (Raizen et al. 2008), a simple measure of behavior can be defined as the number of pixels whose intensity
changes between subsequent image frames (Figure 2.2a). Highly mobile animals yield high activity values, whereas slowly moving, older, or quiescent animals yield low activity values (Figure 2.2b-e). Activity analysis generated rich behavioral data capable of characterizing aging and development (Figure 2.2f) (M D Nelson et al. 2013; Matthew D. Nelson et al. 2014; Iannacone et al. 2017). Lifespan is determined as the the final time of nonzero movement (Figure 2.2f).

During each imaging epoch we calculate the maximum activity before and after the blue light stimulus, and we term these values the spontaneous and stimulated locomotion, respectively. We recorded the total time spent moving after the stimulus, which we term response duration. Finally, we record the response latency, defined as the delay between the end of the stimulus and the beginning of the animal’s movement.

Our WorMotel method is designed to be scalable to large numbers of animals. Using standard automation tools including a plate carousel and plate handling robot (Figure 2.1 supplement 4) we have developed a system capable of intermittently imaging up to 240 plates containing 57,600 individually tracked worms.

*The WorMotel enables automated lifespan and behavior measurements*

We asked to what extent lifespan results from the WM agreed with those using standard manual methods. We compared the survival curves of animals reared on standard agar
plates to those in the WorMotel. We measured the lifespans of wild-type N2 alongside
the short-lived strain daf-16(mu86) (Ogg et al. 1997) and the long-lived strain daf-
2(e1370) (C. Kenyon et al. 1993) at 25° C (Figure 2.2g). For worms grown on standard
plates, lifespan assays were carried out using standard methods (C. Kenyon et al. 1993).
As expected, mean lifespan of daf-16 mutants (WM: 7.7 ± 0.3 days, n=61; Manual: 7.0 ±
0.2 days, n=117) was shorter than that of N2 (WM: 12.3 ± 0.3 days, n=123; Manual: 12.2
± 0.5 days, n=94) while daf-2 mutants showed a longer lifespan (WM: 33.5 ± 1.9 days,
n=46, Manual: 30.8 ± 2.0 days, n=52). We found no significant difference between
survival curves acquired from worms grown on standard plates and those grown on the
WorMotel. Moreover, our lifespan results agree with those previously reported for each
strain (C. Kenyon et al. 1993).

We asked whether the aversive copper sulfate solution in the moat, which helps to retain
animals inside their respective wells, had any effect on survival or development. We
compared the duration of the L4 stage, a measurement of developmental rate, and
lifespan of worms grown on a WorMotel with moats filled with NGMB to a WorMotel
with moats filled with 100 mM copper sulfate (see Methods). We found no difference in
developmental rate of worms grown from the L3 stage to adulthood in the presence of an
NGMB (L4 Duration = 12.2 ± 0.2 hours) and copper sulfate moat (L4 Duration = 12.2 ±
0.2 hours, p=0.95). Similarly, we found no difference in the mean lifespan of N2 worms
grown in the presence of an NGMB (19.2 ± 0.7 days, n=22) or copper sulfate moat (18.9
± 1.0 days, n=23).
To test the accuracy of our automated assessment of lifespan, we manually scored the lifespan of worms grown on a WorMotel that was also imaged by camera. Manual assessments of lifespan were performed daily within two hours of a thirty-minute imaging epoch. We compared the time of death measured by our software to that measured by a human observer scoring death manually by standard methods (C. Kenyon et al. 1993). For N2 worms, the average difference between manual and automated lifespan measurement was 0.66 ± 0.6 days (n=79), indicating that automated lifespan calculation is accurate within the time resolution of standard lifespan assays. Automated lifespan was always less than or equal to manual lifespan, indicating that dead animals were never incorrectly scored as alive. Furthermore, we found no correlation between the error in automatic lifespan measurement and true lifespan (p=0.18), indicating that the error in automated lifespan score is independent of lifespan itself, i.e. absolute measurement error does not increase for worms with longer lifespan.

Together these results show that with regard to development and lifespan, results from the WorMotel are similar to those using standard methods.

*Mutant strains display diverse behavioral profiles during aging*

Aging in *C. elegans* is accompanied by a deterioration of many behaviors, including slowing of locomotion (Hahm et al. 2015) and feeding (Huang, Xiong, and Kornfeld 2004), and a reduced capacity for learning and memory (Stein and Murphy 2012). While
many genes have been identified that regulate aging, less is known about the effect of these genes on behavior.

To survey the relationship between lifespan and behavior, we used the WM to analyze behavioral trajectories for wild type worms and seven loss-of-function mutants for genes known to influence lifespan and/or behavior: (1) *daf-2*, which encodes the insulin/IGF receptor (C. Kenyon et al. 1993), (2) *age-1*, which encodes phosphoinositide-3-kinase, a component of the insulin/insulin-like signaling (IIS) pathway (Friedman and Johnson 1988), (3) *daf-16*, which encodes a transcription factor regulating a cytoprotective response (Ogg et al. 1997), (4) *tax-4*, which encodes a cyclic nucleotide-gated channel required for some sensory transduction (J Apfeld and Kenyon 1999), (5) *unc-31*, required for neuropeptide processing (Ailion et al. 1999), (6) *lite-1*, a gene encoding a receptor required for normal aversive response to blue light (Edwards et al. 2008), and (7) *aak-2*, a gene encoding a subunit of AMP kinase (Apfeld et al. 2004).

We assayed the activity and survival of individuals within populations of each strain (Figure 2.3a-f, Figure 2.3 supplement 1). Mean lifespans of mutant strains relative to wild type agreed with those reported in previous studies (Table 2.1). The shapes of behavior curves varied dramatically between strains.
Figure 2.3 Automated quantification of behavioral changes during aging (a) Spontaneous behavior heat map for N2 (n=445). Color bar indicates the number of pixels changed over a 60-second period. (b) Stimulated behavior heat map for N2 (c) Spontaneous behavior heat map for daf-16 (n=234) (d) Stimulated behavior heat map for daf-16 (e) Spontaneous behavior heat map for daf-2 (n=90) (f) Stimulated behavior heat map for daf-2 (g) Survivor population spontaneous activity (h) Survivor population stimulated activity (i) Survivor population response duration (j) Survivor population response latency
We included *lite-1* worms in order to determine whether these mutants, previously shown to have a reduced response to blue light (Edwards et al. 2008; Ward et al. 2008), can be assayed by our blue light illumination system for measuring stimulated activity. To our surprise, we found little difference in the responses to blue light between N2 and *lite-1* mutants, possibly because our light stimulus is higher in irradiance than that previously used, and/or our activity measurement is more sensitive to movement increases than the previously measured body bend frequency (Edwards et al. 2008). Regardless, our results for *lite-1* worms indicate that even mutants with deficits in blue light response can be assessed by our method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Food Source</th>
<th>Lifespan (Mean ± SD) (Days)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P-value relative to N2 control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>DA837</td>
<td>16.8 ± 4.4</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daf-16</td>
<td>DA837</td>
<td>12.4 ± 2.6</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>3.0 x 10^{-45}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daf-2</td>
<td>DA837</td>
<td>28.5 ± 9.2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.1 x 10^{-16}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age-1</td>
<td>DA837</td>
<td>23.7 ± 8.9</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>4.3 x 10^{-9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tax-4</td>
<td>DA837</td>
<td>22.0 ± 5.4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3.6 x 10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unc-31</td>
<td>DA837</td>
<td>21.2 ± 7.2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3.6 x 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lite-1</em></td>
<td>DA837</td>
<td>19.7 ± 4.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aak-2</td>
<td>DA837</td>
<td>9.6 ± 1.8</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>3.9 x 10^{-30}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>HT115 (EV RNAi)</td>
<td>20.9 ± 5.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>HT115 (<em>daf-2 RNAi</em>)</td>
<td>29.9 ± 10.3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.2 x 10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>HT115 (<em>odr-10 RNAi</em>)</td>
<td>21.5 ± 6.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daf-2</td>
<td>HT115 (EV RNAi)</td>
<td>30.0 ± 10.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.6 x 10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daf-2</td>
<td>HT115 (<em>daf-2 RNAi</em>)</td>
<td>34.5 ± 9.5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7.9 x 10^{-11}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daf-2</td>
<td>HT115 (<em>odr-10 RNAi</em>)</td>
<td>36.9 ± 7.4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8.2 x 10^{-15}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>odr-10</em></td>
<td>HT115 (EV RNAi)</td>
<td>21.5 ± 6.6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>odr-10</em></td>
<td>HT115 (<em>daf-2 RNAi</em>)</td>
<td>28.3 ± 12.5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4.8 x 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>odr-10</em></td>
<td>HT115 (<em>odr-10 RNAi</em>)</td>
<td>21.1 ± 7.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Summary of lifespan data
Together, these results show that the WorMotel method is compatible with arbitrary strains. We used the longitudinal data generated by the WorMotel to address questions about the relationship between aging and behavior.

*Mutants with short and long lifespan display patterns of late-life behavioral decline resembling those of short and long lived worms from a wild-type population*

While many factors are known to modulate the mean lifespan of a population, less is known about how these factors alter the aging process on an individual level. Zhang et al recently showed that within a wild-type population, long-lived and short-lived animals differed in two ways (W. B. Zhang et al. 2016). First, the rate of physiological decline was slower in long-lived individuals, as might be expected. The second, however, was counter-intuitive: the additional lifespan of longer-lived individuals was primarily due to differences toward the end of the lifespan. That is, long-lived animals exhibited longer periods of low physiological function, or ‘extended twilight’ (W. B. Zhang et al. 2016).

A different picture was suggested by a study using automated assays of lifespan in the ‘Lifespan machine’ (Stroustrup et al. 2016). In this study it was reported that various genetic and environmental perturbations do not fundamentally change the shape of the survival curve, but rather only compress or dilate it in time. This result was interpreted as suggesting that the aging process in *C. elegans* is, at least at some point in its pathway, controlled by a single process describable by a single variable corresponding to the rate of aging (Stroustrup et al. 2016).
We sought to determine to what extent, ‘extended twilight’ and/or scaling effects apply at the behavioral level in mutants with altered aging. The concept of a universal scaling parameter in aging would suggest that the short and long-lived individuals within any strain (whether with normal, short, or long mean lifespan) would resemble their short and long-lived counterparts in the reference strain, but with a temporal scaling (Figure 2.4a). If the variations in aging rate among individuals in any isogenic strain are governed by similar factors, we would expect that long and short lived individuals would display similar late-life characteristics as their wild type counterparts. If, on the other hand, short-lived strains as a whole physiologically more closely resemble short-lived individuals of a wild type population, we might expect them to display late-life characteristics similar to these short lived individuals (Figure 2.4b). Similarly, long-lived strains might display a range of late-life decays or alternatively collectively resemble long-lived worms in the reference strain.
Figure 2.4 Potential aging models (a) Model 1: Temporal scaling results in identical patterns of behavioral decline when data are normalized by lifespan. Idealized decline curves for wild type (black dot-dashed), short-lived (red solid), and long-lived (green dashed) strains. Decline curves are shown as a function of chronological time (left) and fraction of life (right). (b) Model 2: Long-lived and short-lived strains resemble long-lived and short-lived wild type worms with respect to behavioral decline. Idealized decline curves for a short-lived (red solid) and long-lived (green dashed) strains. Decline curves are shown as a function of chronological time (left) and fraction of life (right).

Wild-type strain N2 worms exhibited an initial decline followed by a ‘plateau’ period of nearly constant spontaneous and stimulated activity and response duration and latency (Figure 2.3g-j). When we compared the behavior of the shortest-lived and longest-lived quartile of N2 worms, we found that their behavioral declines were qualitatively
different. The longest-lived animals exhibited a “decline and plateau” phenotype, in which an initial rapid decline in behavioral capacity is later replaced by a very gradual decline for the remainder of life (Figure 2.5a, h). By contrast, the shortest-lived animals showed only the rapid decline in behavior before dying (Figure 2.5a, g). The result that long-lived animals experience a long period of low behavior are consistent with the ‘extended twilight’ reported by Zhang et al (W. B. Zhang et al. 2016).

Short-lived daf-16 mutants declined at a similar rate to N2, but did not exhibit any plateau phase; instead, daf-16 worms die after their initial behavioral decline (Figure 2.3g-j, Figure 2.5c, d). A similar effect was seen in daf-16 response duration and response latency, which do not level off but decrease or increase, respectively, at a similar rate until the time of death. Comparing the activity history of the shortest-lived N2 worms to that of daf-16 as a whole, we found a striking correspondence between the behavioral decline of the two groups (Figure 2.5g). These results show that the behavioral decline of daf-16 animals is not a scaled version of the wild type distribution of decline, but instead resembles the short-lived individuals in a wild-type population.

Long-lived daf-2(e1370) mutants, in which behavioral quiescence has been previously reported (Gems et al. 1998; Gaglia and Kenyon 2009), exhibited a decline in stimulated activity akin to that observed in N2 and daf-16 followed by a nearly constant low level of stimulated activity and response behaviors for the remainder of life (Figure 2.3h). Spontaneous activity in daf-2, on the other hand, declined to near zero within 10
days of adulthood, where it remained until death. Even at very young chronological age (before day 5), *daf-2* mutants perform less well than N2 for each behavior metric scored (Figure 2.3g-j).

The “decline and plateau” phenotype of the longest-lived N2 animals was also evident in both short-lived and long-lived *daf-2* animals (Figure 2.5e, f). Long-lived strains *age-1*, *tax-4*, and *unc-31* also exhibited the “decline and plateau” phenotype (Figure 2.3 supplement 1, Figure 2.5 supplement 1). These results show that aging behavior of *daf-2* and other long-lived animals, like that of *daf-16* animals, does not resemble a scaled version of wild type. Instead, they resemble the longest-lived individuals in a wild-type population, in that they exhibit a long plateau period of low locomotory function during late life.
Figure 2.5 Mutants with short and long lifespan display patterns of late-life behavioral decline that resemble short and long lived worms from a wild type population. (a) N2 behavior over time for the lowest quartile (solid curve) and highest quartile (dashed curve) of survivors. (b) data from panel a plotted as a fraction of each individual’s life (c) daf-16 behavior over time (d) daf-16 behavior over fraction of life (e) daf-2 behavior over time (f) daf-2 behavior over fraction of life (g) Comparison of N2 lowest survivor quartile and daf-16 (h) Comparison of N2 highest survivor quartile with daf-2
In order to further characterize inter-individual differences in aging, we next sought to quantify the shape of behavioral decline. We analyzed individual behavioral decline as a fraction of life and calculated early and late decline rates (Figure 2.5b, d, f, Figure 2.5 supplement 1, Figure 2.6a-c) (see Methods). We then calculated the difference in decline rates to quantify the overall shape of behavioral decline. We found that the change in decline rate negatively correlated with lifespan in all strains tested (N2: R=-0.32, p=8.0 x 10^{-12}; daf-16: R=-0.18, p=0.0054; daf-2: R=-0.25, p=0.016; age-1: R=-0.43, p=8.0 x 10^{-7}; tax-4: R=-0.41, p=4.2 x 10^{-4}; unc-31: R=-0.49, p=1.6 x 10^{-8}; lite-1: R=-0.54, p=3.9 x 10^{-8}; aak-2: R=-0.23, p=0.012) (Figure 2.6a-e), indicating that the shape of behavioral decline differed significantly for individuals with differing lifespans. We observed a smooth transition between the shape of aging behavior between short-lived and long-lived individuals within each strain (Figure 2.6a-c, Figure 2.6 supplement 1). Furthermore, our results suggest that there exists a relationship between change in decline rate and lifespan that lies along a continuum across strains in addition to between individuals of the same strain (Figure 2.6e, f). Therefore, our results suggest that while behavioral decline does not temporally scale with lifespan, the stochastic sources of variability between isogenic individuals modulate the shape of aging along the same axis of variability as between short and long lived strains. For example, variability in the rate of aging may reflect a variability in the nuclear localization of DAF-16 and the activation of its targets.

Finally, we investigated the level of inter-individual variability in the rate of aging. We found that the standard deviation of decline rate change generally decreased with average
lifespan (Figure 2.6g) (R=-.70, p=0.055). That is, longer-lived strains exhibited less individual variability than shorter-lived strains. Under a temporal scaling model, both the mean decline rate change and standard deviation of decline rate change would be equal across strains with different lifespans. Therefore, our data argue against a temporal scaling model of aging.

**Figure 2.6 Shape of behavioral decline changes continuously with lifespan across individuals and strains** (a) Change in decline rate (pixels/life fraction) versus lifespan for individual N2 animals. (b) Same data as in panel (a) presented for daf-16 mutants (c) Same data as in panel (a) presented for daf-2 mutants (d) Change in decline rate (pixels/life fraction) in lowest (white) to highest (dark gray) survivor quartiles. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001 (e) Change in decline rate (pixels/life fraction) versus lifespan for multiple strains (f) Mean decline rate change (pixels/life fraction) plotted against mean lifespan for each strain tested. Correlation coefficient r = -0.94, p = 0.0006. (g) Standard deviation of decline rate change (pixels/life fraction) plotted against mean lifespan for each strain tested. Correlation coefficient r = -0.70, p = 0.055.
Behavioral decline during acute oxidative stress resembles behavioral decline during aging

In an analysis of scaling in lifespan, Stroustrup et al. showed that the shape of population survival curves during thermal stress was virtually identical to that occurring during aging (Stroustrup et al. 2016). That is, the rate of population decline increases with temperature while still obeying the same fundamental kinetics. We have shown that the shape of behavioral decline is not identical for worms with different lifespans within a population. Nevertheless, we asked whether a similar scaling law holds for behavioral decline in populations during acute stress.

To test this idea, we added paraquat, which induces oxidative stress via generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), to the WorMotel agar and monitored the animals’ subsequent behavior and survival (An and Blackwell 2003). Oxidative stress, like thermal stress, greatly shortens lifespan. We found that when we added paraquat to a final concentration of 40 mM on day 1 of adulthood, wild type animals survived for 21.2 ± 8.9 hours (n=58), consistent with previous results (Figure 2.7a, Table 2.2) (An and Blackwell 2003). We compared the shape of decline for animals experiencing stress to animals experiencing normal aging (Figure 2.7b, d, f, h). We calculated the normalized mean square difference between behavior during aging and stress, and, after correcting for the average activity offset, found that the difference was 4.1% for N2, 9.7% for daf-16, 11.0% for daf-2, and 13.2% for age-1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Food Source</th>
<th>Lifespan (Mean ± SD) (Hours)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P-value relative to N2 control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>DA837 + 40 mM Paraquat</td>
<td>21.2 ± 8.9</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daf-16</td>
<td>DA837 + 40 mM Paraquat</td>
<td>16.5 ± 12.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daf-2</td>
<td>DA837 + 40 mM Paraquat</td>
<td>37.4 ± 22.0</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2.0 x 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age-1</td>
<td>DA837 + 40 mM Paraquat</td>
<td>29.7 ± 13.8</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2.7 x 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Summary of paraquat assay survival data
Figure 2.7 Behavioral decline during acute oxidative stress resembles behavioral decline during aging 

(a, c, e, g) Behavior and survival heat maps for N2 (n=58), daf-16 (n=60), daf-2 (n=68), and age-1 (n=68). 

(b, d, f, h) Comparison of behavioral decline during normal aging (solid curve), stress with Paraquat added on day 1 of adulthood (dashed curve), and stress with Paraquat added on day 9 of adulthood (solid curve with circles)

i) Change in decline rate (pixels/life fraction) for individuals versus survival on paraquat
If it is true that behavioral decline during stress beginning at day 1 of adulthood resembles a temporally scaled recapitulation of behavioral decline during normal aging, we reasoned that starting oxidative stress at mid-life should truncate the initial portion of the behavioral decline curve, as the slow decline of early aging should have already occurred naturally. To test this idea, we grew animals on the WorMotel as we did for normal aging experiments. We then added paraquat on day 9 of adulthood, and monitored worms’ subsequent behavior and survival. We observed that the initial decline occurred almost immediately, indicating that, as expected, the initial portion of the aging curve was no longer present in the behavioral stress decline curve (Figure 2.7b, d, f, h). These results suggest that population-level rate of behavioral decline indeed temporally scales with increased stress.

Previously, we observed that during normal aging, the change in decline rate, a measure of the shape of functional decline, negatively correlated with lifespan. Since population behavioral decline seemed to scale between normal aging and stress, we therefore investigated the relationship between individual aging and survival during stress. We once again found a negative correlation between the change in decline rate and survival for animals grown on 40 mM paraquat (Figure 2.7i).

These results show that the shape of behavioral decline during severe oxidative stress was similar to that during and aging, despite the process of aging on oxidative stress occurring about 20 times faster. This result suggests that there exist strong parallels in the worm’s behavioral responses to oxidative stress and to aging.
ODR-10 is required for elevated response threshold but not increased lifespan of daf-2 mutants

We observed that long-lived daf-2 mutants exhibited greatly reduced locomotion amplitude and movement duration and elevated response latency to aversive blue light (Figure 2.3g-j). Previous studies have observed similar phenotypes, such as the high degree of dauer-like quiescence in daf-2 adults (Gems et al. 1998; Gaglia and Kenyon 2009). In addition to having increased longevity, daf-2 mutants have been shown to possess greater fat stores (Ogg et al. 1997). Reduction of insulin signaling, higher fat stores, and reduced movement are all features of hibernation in mammals, and it has been proposed that the daf-2 mutation confers a constitutive ‘hibernation-like’ phenotype on these animals (Carey, Andrews, and Martin 2003; Gaglia and Kenyon 2009). Since animals deprived of fat stores or forced to move during hibernation have reduced survival (Reeder et al. 2012), we hypothesized that reduced locomotor behavior might be required for increased lifespan in daf-2 animals.

A recent study identified ODR-10, a G-protein coupled olfactory receptor sensitive to diacetyl, as required for reduced locomotion in daf-2 mutants (Hahm et al. 2015). ODR-10 mRNA levels are elevated in daf-2 mutants, and daf-2 mutants on odr-10 RNAi show a greater maximum velocity than controls. In an effort to determine if reduced
locomotion was required for increased lifespan, we tested daf-2 mutants with odr-10 RNAi with the WorMotel.

We grew N2, daf-2(e1370), and odr-10(ky32) mutants on Empty Vector (EV), daf-2, or odr-10 RNAi on the WorMotel to monitor behavior and lifespan. To our surprise, we found no significant difference in spontaneous activity between either N2 or daf-2 worms grown on EV versus odr-10 RNAi (Figure 2.8a). These results suggest that ODR-10 does not in fact influence the reduced spontaneous movement observed in daf-2 mutants.
Figure 2.8 Reduced sensory response is not required for extended longevity in daf-2 mutants (a) Spontaneous activity during days 1-10 and 10-20 of adulthood for N2 grown on Empty Vector RNAi (n=80), N2 grown on odr-10 RNAi (n=40), daf-2 grown on Empty Vector RNAi (n=40), and daf-2 grown on odr-10 RNAi (n=39). *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (b) Stimulated activity for the same individuals shown in panel (a). (c) Response duration for the same individuals shown in panel (a) (d) Response latency for the same individuals shown in panel (a). (e) Spontaneous activity during days 1-10 and 10-20 of adulthood for N2 grown on Empty Vector RNAi (n=80), N2 grown on daf-2 RNAi (n=38), odr-10(ky32) mutants grown on Empty Vector RNAi (n=40), and odr-10(ky32) mutants grown on daf-2 RNAi (n=38). *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (f) Stimulated activity for the same individuals shown in panel (e). (g) Response duration for the same individuals shown in panel (e). (h) Response latency for the same individuals shown in panel (e). (i-l) Survival curves
We examined stimulated activity in the same experiments. While we found no difference in early life stimulated activity between N2 or daf-2 mutants grown on EV versus odr-10 RNAi, we did find that late life stimulated activity was elevated in daf-2 mutants grown on odr-10 RNAi, whereas late life stimulated activity was unchanged for N2 grown on odr-10 RNAi (Figure 2.8a, b). Furthermore, while N2 treated with daf-2 RNAi exhibited significantly decreased stimulated activity compared to animals grown on EV RNAi, odr-10 mutants grown on daf-2 RNAi did not (Figure 2.8f). Similar results were observed for response duration and latency (Figure 2.8c, d, g, h). These results suggest that ODR-10 does not directly affect locomotion in daf-2 mutants, but reduces sensitivity of daf-2 mutants to stimuli.

Loss of function mutations in a number of genes required for sensory responses, such as such as the cyclic nucleotide channel TAX-4 and the intraflagellar transport particle homologue OSM-6, have been shown to exhibit extended longevity (Apfeld and Kenyon, 1999). Because daf-2 mutants exhibit both reduced locomotion in addition to prolonged lifespan, it is possible that the reduced sensory responsiveness of daf-2 mutants is a requirement for their extended longevity.

To test this idea, we compared survival curves for worms in which either daf-2, odr-10, or both either had loss of function mutations or were knocked down by RNAi. We found that odr-10 mutation and odr-10 RNAi had no effect on wild type lifespan (Figure 2.8i, k), whereas daf-2 RNAi increased lifespan in both wild type and odr-10 mutants to an
equal degree (Figure 2.8j, l). These results show that while ODR-10 is required for reduced sensory responses in daf-2 mutants, it is not required for extended lifespan.

DISCUSSION

A powerful and flexible tool for assaying C. elegans behavior

We have used our WorMotel method to investigate inter-individual and inter-strain variability in behavioral decline and the relationship between behavior and lifespan. Large-scale automated analysis of lifespan and behavior will facilitate screening for genetic and chemical modulators of aging. This system’s ability to longitudinally monitor animals throughout their lifespans may also help identify mechanisms of variability of aging between individuals in a population.

In addition to these applications in aging, we have used the WorMotel in studies of other behaviors, such as developmentally-timed quiescence (lethargus) (M D Nelson et al. 2013), stress-induced quiescence (Iannacone et al. 2017; Matthew D. Nelson et al. 2014), and adult behavior states (McCloskey et al. 2017). Therefore the WorMotel is a flexible tool for assaying C. elegans long-term behavior.

Functional decline follows a universal dependence on lifespan in diverse strains

We found that short-lived wild type individuals declined in a manner similar to the short-lived strain daf-16 and that long-lived wild type individuals declined in a manner similar
to the long-lived strain *daf-2*. Furthermore, we found that the shape of decline followed a single curve with respect to lifespan (Figure 2.6e).

These results suggest that the sources of variability in lifespan in individuals also impact functional decline in a corresponding manner. For example, the N2 worm that survives 15 days due to stochastic factors will decline in a similar manner to the *daf-16* worm that survives 15 days. Furthermore, individuals with a 30-day lifespan will exhibit a different shape of functional decline, but this shape is dictated by the confluence of genetic and stochastic factors that result in the lifespan of 30 days.

One explanation for the extended longevity of insulin signaling mutants such as *daf-2* and *age-1* is via their shared transcriptional profile with dauer larvae, which can persist in harsh environments by virtue of an upregulation in stress-response and detoxification pathways (McElwee et al. 2004). Furthermore, other work has shown that at an advanced age, wild type transcriptional profiles also exhibit similarities with that of dauer larvae (Lund et al. 2002). Our finding that behavioral decline adheres to a continuum suggests that long-lived wild type worms may be physiologically and transcriptionally similar to worms with mutations in the insulin signaling pathway. Future experiments comparing gene expression in rapidly or slowly aging worms may elucidate how aging variability is manifest at the molecular level.
Extension of late-life decrepitude in long-lived worms

In addition to this and other studies (W. B. Zhang et al. 2016), a recent study (Podshivalova et al. 2017) also observed an extension of late-life behavioral quiescence in N2 and daf-2 mutants. The authors found that intestinal bacterial colonization is a risk factor for death in C. elegans and that daf-2 mutants, who exhibit a greater fraction of late-life decrepitude compared to N2, were less susceptible to this bacterial colonization. When the authors fed worms killed bacteria, they found a greater lifespan extension in N2 (40%) than daf-2(e1368) (16%), suggesting that bacterial colonization is a cause of premature death in N2 worms. Finally, the authors found that feeding worms dead bacteria specifically extended the period of infirmity rather than that of good health, suggesting that bacterial colonization may be a primary cause of lifespan truncation in short-lived individuals. That is, bacterial colonization may cause a reduction in late-life decrepitude in short-lived worms by causing premature death.

If bacterial colonization is a fundamental cause of the smaller fraction of late-life decrepitude observed in short-lived worms, the question remains as to why long-lived worms exhibit extended behavioral quiescence in old age. One possibility is that muscle integrity degrades with age faster than other tissues (Herndon and Driscoll 2002) such that older worms are physically able to move less well than reflected by their probability of dying. Another possibility might be related to the reduction in feeding worms exhibit with age (Huang, Xiong, and Kornfeld 2004). Feeding and locomotion are linked (McCloskey et al. 2017), so it might be that worms that have ceased feeding also tend to cease spontaneous locomotion.
Scaling of behavioral decline during acute stress

It has been hypothesized that normal aging constitutes a low-level stress that results in the slow accumulation of damage leading to senescent decline. While the accelerated aging observed during oxidative stress in our experiments is far greater than what occurs during normal physiological processes, our result that the shape of functional decline is similar during normal aging and acute oxidative stress suggests a potential underlying similarity between these two conditions. Furthermore, we show that the relationship between individual decline and survival is conserved between oxidative stress and normal aging, indicating that the processes governing the unique shape of decline for short-lived and long-lived individuals are preserved. Our results indicate that the process of functional decline can be sped up by at least a factor of twenty while still maintaining a similar average shape. Together, our results suggest that normal aging and acute oxidative stress similarly impact the process of functional decline. Future work will aim to define mechanisms for this similarity.

If functional decline were dictated only by lifespan, we expect to observe a single curve relating the shape of decline to lifespan, regardless of environmental conditions. That is, interventions that drastically shorten lifespan, such as the addition of paraquat, should all exhibit an increase in decline rate between early and late life to be continuous with the curve presented in Figure 2.6e. Instead, however, we observe a translation of the tradeoff we observe during normal aging between the shape of functional decline and lifespan.
This indicates that the shape of decline is not dictated by lifespan per se, but instead by the distance of an individual's lifespan relative to some standard in a given set of environmental conditions. For example, during normal aging, a lifespan of about 12 days results in neutral decline, or no change in decline rate between early and late life (Figure 2.6a, d, e), whereas during oxidative stress, a lifespan of about 12 hours results in neutral decline (Figure 2.7i). Together, these results suggest that relative to a standard lifespan in a given environment, there exists a defined shape of aging in the individuals whose lifespans differ from that standard as a result of genetic and/or stochastic factors.

**ODR-10 is required for elevated response threshold but not increased lifespan of daf-2 mutants**

We found that ODR-10 did not affect baseline locomotion of daf-2 mutants, but did reduce the locomotory response of daf-2 worms to an aversive stimulus. Furthermore, ODR-10 knockdown did not reduce daf-2 lifespan, suggesting that elevated sensory response threshold is not required for increased lifespan of daf-2 animals.

We found that ODR-10 suppressed locomotion in daf-2 mutants only in response to stimulation, whereas Hahm et al (Hahm et al. 2015) found that ODR-10 suppressed locomotion per se in daf-2 mutants. One simple explanation for this discrepancy is that in Hahm et al, locomotion assays were conducted soon after worms were manually stimulated due to picking onto the assay plate. The WorMotel allowed us to monitor worm behavior in a long-term unstimulated state in addition to after blue light
stimulation. Future experiments may shed further light on whether reduced movement is required for the extended longevity of \textit{daf-2}. The WorMotel will be useful in quantifying behaviors that unfold over long periods of time and further exploring the relationships between behavior and lifespan.

\textit{Additional axes of variation govern the aging process}

It has been reported that survival curves scale by a multiplicative constant across a diverse set of genetic and environmental perturbations (Stroustrup et al. 2016). This result was interpreted as being compatible with the sum of biological inputs being filtered through a single state variable that determines the rate of aging. Our results indicate that a single variable is unlikely to be able to account for the inter-individual variability observed in aging. We observe variability in the shape of aging between individuals (Figure 2.5a-f, 2.6a-c), indicating that the shape of aging does not scale for individuals with different lifespans. At the same time, we do observe a scaling of the relationship between the shape of aging and lifespan when the mean population rate of aging is accelerated with oxidative stress. Furthermore, we observe a difference in variability in aging decline across genotypes with differences in lifespan (Figure 2.6g). Therefore, our results indicate the likely existence of at least one additional variable across which the process of aging may vary between individuals within and across populations. Future work may uncover the full space across which the aging process may vary and mechanisms underlying variability in aging.
METHODS

Strains

The following strains were used in this study: N2, CF1038: *daf-16(mu86) I*, CB1370: *daf-2(e1370) III*, TJ1052: *age-1(hx546) II*, PR678: *tax-4(p678) III*, DA509: *unc-31(e928) IV*, KG1180: *lite-1(ce314) X*, RB754: *aak-2(ok524) X*, CX32: *odr-10(ky32) X*. All strains were maintained at 15°C under standard conditions (Stiernagle 2006). All experiments were carried out at 20°C unless otherwise stated.

Wormotel design and fabrication

To fabricate the Wormotel, we developed a 3D-printing based molding method (Shepherd et al. 2011). We designed a chip containing a rectangular array of either 48 or 240 rounded wells with 3 mm diameter, 3 mm depth, and center-to-center spacing of 4.5 mm (Figure 2.1). Each well was surrounded by a 0.5 mm wide and 3 mm deep channel, which would serve as the moat. Designs of the Wormotel masters were created using MATLAB. We printed a master corresponding to the negative of this shape with an Objet30 photopolymer 3D printer using the material VeroBlack. To mold the WM devices, we mixed Dow Corning Sylgard 184 PDMS according to the manufacturer’s instructions and poured 35 g or 5 g of PDMS into the 240-well or 48-well masters, respectively. We then degassed the poured PDMS in a vacuum chamber for 1 hour or until no more bubbles were visible. Devices were cured overnight at 40°C and then removed from molds using a spatula.
WorMotel preparation

To prepare devices for experiments, the chips were first treated with oxygen plasma for 4 minutes using a plasma cleaner (PE-50, Plasma Etch Inc. or Plasmatic Systems Plasma Preen II). This treatment renders PDMS temporarily hydrophilic, which greatly facilitates the filling of wells and moats. The medium was based on standard NGM media (Stiernagle 2006) except low-gelling temperature agarose (gelling temp. 26-30°C, Research Products International) was substituted for agar to minimize solidification of the agar during filling of the wells, and streptomycin (200 ng/mL) was added to the medium to minimize bacterial contamination.

For lifespan experiments, but not for development experiments, we added 5-fluoro-2’-deoxyuridine (FUdR) to prevent growth of progeny. A frozen FUdR stock solution of 10 mg/ml in water was thawed and added to molten agar at 40°C at a concentration of 5 μL per mL just prior to filling. This yielded a final FUdR concentration of 200 μM. The moat solution consisted of 100 mM copper sulfate, which was approximately in osmotic equilibrium with the agar medium via the humidified air inside the chamber. The moat solution was added using a P200 pipette. About 15 μl of molten NGM agarose was added to each well. About 5 μl of a suspension of the Escherichiae coli bacterial strain DA837 (Wayne Davis et al. 1995), which is a streptomycin resistant derivative of OP50 (S Brenner 1974) was added to each well after agarose solidification. For aging
experiments, late L4 worms were added to the WorMotel manually with a platinum wire pick.

PDMS devices were placed inside either a 90 mm petri plate for 48-well WorMotels or an OmniTray (Nunc Thermo Scientific) for 240-well WorMotels. 240-well WorMotels contained alignment tabs to keep devices in alignment with respect to the OmniTray. To maintain humidity inside the dishes, we used water-absorbing polyacrylamide crystals (M2 Polymer). Sterile water was added to the crystals in a ratio of 150:1 (water:crystals) by weight. Approximately 15 g of hydrated crystals were added around the WorMotel. We placed lids on all dishes. To prevent accumulation of water condensation, lids were prepared by coating with a 30% solution of Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) in water, which was allowed to dry before use. We wrapped Parafilm around the sides of the plate to reduce water loss while allowing sufficient gas exchange.

*Image acquisition*

Images were captured with an Imaging Source DMK 23GP031 camera (2592 x 1944 pixels) equipped with a Fujinon lens (HF12.5SA-1, 1:1.4/12.5 mm). We used Phenocapture imaging software (http://phenocapture.com/) to acquire time lapse images through a gigabit Ethernet connection. We used the time schedule option in Phenocapture to record images every 5 seconds for a 30-minute period twice daily. All experiments were carried out under dark-field illumination using four 4.7” red LED strips (Oznium) positioned approximately 2” below the WorMotel. Images were saved and
processed by a 64-bit computer with a 3.40 GHz Intel Core i3 processor and 4 GB of RAM. Images were analyzed using custom-written MATLAB software.

Different spatial resolutions can be attained by adjusting the camera’s field of view and thus by modulating the number of wells viewed at once. Imaging 6 wells at once yields approximately 5 μm resolution, imaging 12 wells yields 7 μm resolution, imaging 48 wells yields 15 μm resolution, and imaging 240 wells yields 36 μm resolution.

*Image processing*

Temporally adjacent images were subtracted and divided by the average pixel intensity between the two images to generate normalized maps of pixel value intensity change. Depending on the task, time intervals of either 5 or 60 seconds were used to generate difference images. We refer to such difference images as 5-second or 60-second activity, respectively (see Aging Behavior Quantification). A Gaussian smoothing filter with standard deviation of one pixel was applied to the resulting difference image in order to reduce image noise. A binary threshold of 0.25 was used to minimize image noise was then applied to the filtered intensity change image in order to score whether or not movement occurred at each pixel location. All pixels in which movement occurred were summed up and the resulting value was called the ‘activity’ between the two frames.
Blue light stimulation, uniform illumination, and temperature monitoring

To supply the blue light illumination, we use two high power LEDs (Luminus PT-121) secured to an aluminum heat sink and connected in series. We used a relay (Schneider Electric) controlled by MATLAB through a LabJack or NI Daq interface to drive the LEDs at a current of 20 A through a power supply. To maximize the blue light irradiance and uniformity at the WorMotel, we constructed a box consisting of four acrylic mirrors with mirrored sides facing inwards and placed it around the WorMotel. We measured irradiance using a silicon power meter (Coherent). During aging experiments, blue light stimulation was applied once every twelve hours for 10 s. Temperature was continuously monitored with a temperature probe (LabJack El1034) placed beside the sealed WorMotel.

A previous report (Edwards et al. 2008) found that continuous blue illumination at an irradiance of 2.8 mW/mm² kills N2 worms in 30 minutes. In our experiments, worms are subject to 20 seconds of blue light per day (10 seconds per stimulus, two stimuli per day). Therefore, it would take 90 days for worms to accrue 30 minutes of total illumination time with blue light. The irradiance of our blue light stimulus is approximately five times weaker than that used in this Edwards et al study. Assuming a linear response of blue light dosage toxicity, it would take 450 days for worms to accrue a toxic blue light dose in our experiments. Since the typical worm lifespan is between 15 and 30 days, we believe blue light toxicity in our experiments is not significant.
Copper sulfate experiments

To test whether filling moats with a copper sulfate solution had any effects on worm development or survival, we prepared two WorMotels: in the first, moats were filled with NGM Buffer (NGMB), and in the second, moats were filled with 100 mM copper sulfate. NGMB consists of the same constituents as NGM agar (Stiernagle 2006) but without peptone, cholesterol, or agar.

We manually added L3 larvae to each device and monitored the duration of the L4 stage as previously described (M D Nelson et al. 2013). When these worms reached the first day of adulthood, each animal was manually transferred to a new WorMotel, in which the agar contained FUdR, in order to assess the effect of moat solution on survival. Worms grown as larvae in the presence of a copper sulfate moat were transferred to a WorMotel whose moats were filled with copper sulfate; likewise for worms grown in the presence of an NGM moat. Lifespan was scored daily by manual methods (see below).

RNAi by feeding

We used RNAi clones for EV, daf-2, and odr-10 supplied by the Ahringer RNAi Libray (Open Biosciences). Bacteria was E. coli strain HT115. We induced RNAi in liquid culture for two hours using 1 uM IPTG. We added 2 uM IPTG and 25 ug/mL carbenicillin to molten WorMotel agar. Liquid bacteria was added on top of solidified agar. Worms were manually added to each well with a platinum worm pick.
Lifespan determination

For manual assays, immobile worms were prodded three times with a worm pick. Those that failed to respond were scored as dead. For automated assays, the maximum activity value recorded during the fifteen minutes after each light stimulus was used to determine time of death. Time of death was defined as the time point after the last time point for which the maximum 60-second activity was nonzero.

Any worm whose activity was uniformly zero beginning on day 2 of adulthood was assumed to have left its well or was not added due to experimental error, and these wells were censored from further analysis. 15 out of 1230 worms (1.2%) were censored in this manner. \textit{tax-4} mutants were found to escape their wells as young adults at a much higher rate than all other strains. Therefore, \textit{tax-4} mutants found to be absent from their wells at the conclusion of each experiment were censored from analysis. 18 out of 90 worms were censored in this manner.

Aging behavior quantification

For each 30-minute imaging epoch, spontaneous and stimulated locomotion were calculated as the maximum 60-second activity before and after the blue light stimulus, respectively. Spontaneous and stimulated locomotion reflect the maximum movement of an individual before or after blue light stimulus, respectively. The response duration was
calculated as the total time during which the 5-second activity was greater than zero after
the light stimulus. Response duration reflects the total time spent moving after the
stimulus. The response latency was calculated as the time elapsed between the blue light
stimulus and the first non-zero 5-second activity. The response latency reflects the time
required for an individual to respond to an aversive blue light stimulus. Animals that did
not move at all during the 15 minutes following blue light stimulation were assigned a
response latency of 900 seconds.

Decline rate calculation

We first considered the stimulated activity of each individual as a fraction of life rather
than chronological time. We defined early life as 20-60% of an individual’s life. We
defined late life as 60-100% of an individual’s life. Decline rate was calculated to be the
negative of the slope of the stimulated activity during either early or late life. Slope was
determined with a linear fit in Matlab. For each individual, the change in decline rate
was calculated as the late life decline rate minus the early life decline rate.

Paraquat treatment, imaging protocol, and data processing

300 mM paraquat stock solutions were prepared fresh each day. L4 animals were added
to a WorMotel as normal. On either day 1 or day 9 of adulthood, 2 uL of paraquat stock
solution were added to each well and allowed to dry. The final concentration of paraquat
per well was about 40 mM, assuming uniform distribution into the agar. After addition
of paraquat to each well, excess liquid was allowed to dry (about two hours), and plates were imaged continuously at 0.2 frames per second. Blue light stimulation occurred once per hour for 10 s. Stimulated activity for each animal was determined as the maximum activity between each light stimulus. Lifespan was determined automatically as described above.

Comparison of behavioral decline during aging and stress

For a given population we calculated stimulated activity as a fraction of life during aging and stress. We then corrected the activity during stress by calculating the average difference between the two quantities. By correcting for activity amplitude we could then ask whether the shape of decline was similar during aging and stress regardless of any offset. Finally, we calculated the normalized difference between aging and stress behavior at each fractional time point of life. The average normalized difference was reported as the percentage difference between behavior during aging and stress.

Day replicates

Day replicates were defined as WorMotels prepared independently on separate days. For lifespan experiments involving DA837 bacterial food (Figure 2.3, 2.5, 2.6), at least three day replicates were performed for each strain. For lifespan experiments involving RNAi by feeding (Figure 2.8), two day replicates were performed. For survival experiments in which Paraquat was added at day 1 of adulthood (Figure 2.7), four day replicates were
performed. For survival experiments in which Paraquat was added at day 9 of adulthood (Figure 2.7b, d, f, h), two day replicates were performed.

**Experimental Design and Statistical Methods**

Differences in lifespan and survival distributions (Table 2.1-2.2) were compared using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. Behavioral comparisons (Figure 2.6d, Figure 2.8a-h) were performed using a two-tailed t-test.
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**Figure 2.1 Supplement 1.** Comparison of image quality with standard 384-well plate and WorMotel. (a) Image of L4 worms on agar in a standard 384-well plate. Scale bar: 2 mm. (b) Image of L4 worms on agar in a WorMotel. Individual animals are clearly visible in (b) but not in (a).
**Figure 2.1 Supplement 2.** 240-Well WorMotel (a) 240-well WorMotel PDMS insert. Scale Bar: 1 cm. (b) PDMS insert placed inside an OmniTray. (c) Computer rendering of the 240-well WorMotel negative master (d) Image of a WorMotel filled with agar, bacteria, and worms in an OmniTray.
Figure 2.1 Supplement 3. WorMotel prevents burrowing. Percent of animals burrowing in the WorMotel (red squares, n=96) and in a standard 384-well microplate (blue circles, n=80).
Figure 2.1 Supplement 4. Schematic of automated imaging system. An automated plate carousel (Thermo) containing 8 plate stacks holds up to 240 WorMotel plates, each containing 240 *C. elegans*. A plate handling robot (Thermo Orbitor) moves plates onto one of 3 imaging/illumination systems, where they are serially imaged. The system is contained in a light-tight enclosure and temperature is controlled to within 0.2 C by a temperature controller. All functions are controlled by custom LabView software.
**Figure 2.3 Supplement 1.** Additional behavior heat maps (a) Spontaneous behavior heat map for *age-1* mutants (b) Stimulated behavior heat map for *age-1* mutants (c) Survivor spontaneous (dashed curve) and stimulated (solid curve) activity for *age-1* mutants (d) Survivor response duration (dashed curve) and latency (solid curve) for *age-1* mutants (e-h) Same data as panels a-d shown for *tax-4* mutants (i-l) Same data as panels a-d shown for *unc-31* mutants (m-p) Same data as panels a-d shown for *lite-1* mutants (q-t) Same data as panels a-d shown for *aak-2* mutants
Figure 2.5 Supplement 1. Stimulated activity versus chronological time and fraction of life for long-lived individuals and short-lived individuals of the same strain (a) age-1 mutant behavior as a function of chronological time for the lowest (solid curve) and highest (dashed curve) survivor quartiles (b) tax-4 mutant behavior as a function of chronological time for the lowest (solid curve) and highest (dashed curve) survivor quartiles (c) unc-31 mutant behavior as a function of chronological time for the lowest (solid curve) and highest (dashed curve) survivor quartiles (d) lite-1 mutant behavior as a function of chronological time for the lowest (solid curve) and highest (dashed curve) survivor quartiles (e) aak-2 mutant behavior as a function of chronological time for the lowest (solid curve) and highest (dashed curve) survivor quartiles (f-j) Same data as present in panels (a-e) presented as a function of life fraction.
Figure 2.6 Supplement 1. Change in decline rate versus lifespan in individual animals

(a) Change in decline rate versus lifespan for individuals of all strains tested (b) Change in decline rate versus lifespan for individual age-1 mutants (c) Same data as in panel (b) presented for tax-4 mutants (d) Same data as in panel (b) presented for unc-31 mutants (e) Same data as in panel (b) presented for lite-1 mutants (f) Same data as in panel (b) presented for aak-2 mutants
VIDEOS

Video 2.1. Young (day 1) adults in the 240-well WorMotel. A 10 s long blue light exposure (bright flash) occurs at the 15 minute mark. FOV: 95 mm x 63 mm
Video 2.2. Detail of 9 wells containing day 1 N2 adults. A 10 s long blue light exposure (bright flash) occurs at the 15 minute mark. FOV: 14 mm x 14 mm
**Video 2.3.** Detail of 9 wells containing day 10 N2 adults. A 10 s long blue light exposure (bright flash) occurs at the 15 minute mark. FOV: 14 mm x 14 mm
Video 2.4. High resolution video of 9 WorMotel wells containing adult animals (day 1-4). FOV: 14 mm x 14 mm
CHAPTER 3: Antagonistic serotonergic and octopaminergic neural circuits mediate food-dependent locomotory behavior in *Caenorhabditis elegans*
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ABSTRACT

Biogenic amines are conserved signaling molecules that link food cues to behavior and metabolism in a wide variety of organisms. In the nematode C. elegans, the biogenic amines serotonin (5-HT) and octopamine regulate a number of food-related behaviors. Using a novel method for long-term quantitative behavioral imaging, we show that 5-HT and octopamine jointly influence locomotor activity and quiescence in feeding and fasting animals, and we define the neural circuits through which this modulation occurs. We show that 5-HT produced by the ADF neurons acts through the SER-5 receptor in muscles and neurons to suppress quiescent behavior and promote roaming in fasting worms, whereas 5-HT produced by the NSM neurons acts on the MOD-1 receptor in AIY neurons to promote low-amplitude locomotor behavior characteristic of well-fed animals. Octopamine, produced by the RIC neurons, acts through SER-3 and SER-6 receptors in SIA neurons to promote roaming behaviors characteristic of fasting animals. We find that 5-HT signaling is required for animals to assume food-appropriate behavior, whereas octopamine signaling is required for animals to assume fasting-appropriate behavior. The requirement for both neurotransmitters in both the feeding and fasting states enables increased behavioral adaptability. Our results define the molecular and neural pathways through which parallel biogenic amine signaling tunes behavior appropriately to nutrient conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to alter behavior in response to nutritional cues is a crucial trait for organisms to adapt to changing environments. For example, many animals respond to scarcity of
food by adopting quiescent behaviors such as hibernation or diapause (Andrews 2007; Carey, Andrews, and Martin 2003; O. L. Nelson et al. 2014; van Breukelen and Martin 2015; Tu and McKnight 2006). Hibernation is a long-term behavior characterized by suppressed movement and metabolism that occurs in response to low food availability and decreased temperature (Carey, Andrews, and Martin 2003). How the nervous system initiates and sustains quiescent behavior during hibernation is poorly understood (van Breukelen and Martin 2015; Canguilhem et al. 1986; Carey, Andrews, and Martin 2003; Andrews 2007).

In many organisms, the linking of behavior and metabolism (Chase and Koelle 2007; Tecott 2007); (Roeder 2005; Roeder et al. 2003) to nutrition cues is performed in part through a widely conserved class of signaling molecules called biogenic amines. In mammals, biogenic amines regulate appetite, mood, weight, and other aspects of physiology (R. V. Lam 2006; D. Lam, Lam, and Heisler 2007)). Disorders such as anorexia, obesity, and depression, whose symptoms include altered food intake, are associated with dysregulation of the biogenic amine serotonin (5-HT) (Curran and Chalasani 2012). These disorders can be treated with drugs that increase the amount of 5-HT acting at the synapse, but how 5-HT levels relate to the complex behavioral and metabolic manifestations of these disorders is not fully understood. Thus, it is important to understand the mechanisms by which biogenic amines link environmental stimuli to behavior and metabolism.

The nematode *C. elegans* is a powerful model organism to dissect the neural circuits
linking food, behavior, and physiology owing to its compact nervous system, manipulable genetics, and a host of food-related behaviors (Piali Sengupta 2013; A. Hart 2006). Its nervous system signals in part through the biogenic amines 5-HT, dopamine, tyramine, and octopamine. Here we focus on the behavioral effects of 5-HT and octopamine in relation to food levels.

5-HT is involved in the modulation of multiple *C. elegans* behaviors in relation to food levels (Sawin and Horvitz 2000; Liang et al. 2006a; J Y Sze et al. 2000; Waggoner et al. 1998; Flavell et al. 2013a; Song et al. 2013; Ségalat, Elkes, and Kaplan 1995). During feeding, 5-HT is released and promotes locomotory slowing, thereby increasing the probability of the animal remaining on a food source (Sawin and Horvitz 2000). In addition, 5-HT increases pharyngeal pumping (feeding) and egg laying rates on food (Song et al. 2013; Waggoner et al. 1998). Mutants lacking tryptophan hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme required for 5-HT synthesis, exhibit an increased propensity to developmentally arrest, indicating that lack of the positive food signal, 5-HT, discourages development into adulthood (J Y Sze et al. 2000).

While 5-HT is associated with food-related behaviors, multiple lines of evidence suggest that octopamine is associated with starvation-related behaviors. In *Drosophila melanogaster*, octopamine signaling is required for the hyperactivity observed in starved animals (Yang et al. 2015). Hyperactivity is thought to reflect the drive of starving animals to locate a food source. In *C. elegans*, octopamine inhibits egg-laying and feeding, and modulates response rate to aversive stimuli (Alkema et al. 2005; Mills et al.
However, octopamine’s role in *C. elegans* locomotion has not been well studied, and how it acts to regulate food-dependent locomotion behavior is unknown.

Recently, our laboratory investigated the dynamics of behavioral states of worms in liquid. McCloskey *et al.* found that food, mechanical environment, insulin signals, protein kinase G signaling, and neuropeptides regulate the incidence of three behavioral states roaming, dwelling, and quiescence (McCloskey *et al.* 2017). While roles for acetylcholine, TGF-β, and insulin signaling have been reported in regulating these behavioral states, specific neural circuits have not been fully elucidated (Gallagher *et al.*, 2013; You *et al.*, 2008).

In this study, we use longitudinal imaging, pharmacology, and genetic techniques to show that the biogenic amines 5-HT and octopamine regulate behavior during feeding and fasting in *C. elegans*. We then identify the neuronal classes responsible for releasing these neurotransmitters and the receptors on which they act. We show that 5-HT and octopamine play antagonistic roles in regulating nutrient-related locomotory states.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

*Strains*

*C. elegans* were cultured as previously described (S Brenner 1974). All worms were cultured on standard agar plates with OP50 *E. coli* until just prior to experiments. N2
Bristol was used as the wild-type reference strain. The following strains were used in this study: MT15434: *tph-I*(mg280) II, DA1814: *ser-I*(ok345) X, CX12800: *ser-3*(ad1774) I, AQ866: *ser-4*(ok512) III, RB2277: *ser-5*(ok3087) I, *ser-5*(tm2654) I, *ser-5*(tm2647) I, KQ1048: *ser-6*(tm2146) IV, DA2100: *ser-7*(tm1325) X, MT9668: *mod-1*(ok103) V, MT9180: *mod-1*(n3034) V, MT9667: *mod-1*(nr2043) V, MT13113: *tdc-1*(n3419) II, MT9455: *tbh-1*(n3247) X, CX13079: *octr-1*(ok371) X, DA2289: *tph-1*(mg280) II; *kyEx947[pceh-2::*tph-I(+)::gfp punc-122::gfp(+)], DA2290: *tph-1*(mg280) II; *kyEx949[psrh-142::*tph-I(+)::gfp punc-122::gfp(+)], SSR664: *mod-1*(ok103) V; [Pmod-1::*mod-1], SSR644: *mod-1*(ok103) V; [Pttx-3::*mod-1], SSR642: *mod-1*(ok103) V; [Pgcy-36::*mod-1], SSR665: *mod-1*(ok103) V; [Pflp-1::*mod-1], SSR662: *mod-1*(ok103) V; [Pflp-8::*mod-1], VN289: *ser-6*(tm2104); *tzIs3[cre::gfp, lin-15(+)], VN441: *ser-6*(tm2104); *tzIs3; vnEx142[ceh-17::*ser-6, lin-44::gfp], YX179: *ser-5*(ok3087) I; [Pser-5::*ser-5, Pmyo-2::*mCherry], YX180: *ser-5*(ok3087) I; [Pmyo-3::*ser-5, Pmyo-2::*mCherry], YX181: *ser-3*(ad1774) I; [Pceh-17::*ser-3, Pmyo-2::*mCherry], YX184: *ser-5*(ok3087) I; [Psra-6::*ser-5, Pmyo-2::*mCherry], YX185: *ser-5*(ok3087) I; [Punc-119::*ser-5, Pmyo-2::*mCherry].

WorMotel Design and Fabrication

To fabricate the WorMotel, we developed a 3D-printing based molding method (Shepherd et al. 2011, Churgin et al., 2017b). We designed a chip containing a rectangular array of either 48 or 240 rounded wells with 3 mm diameter, 3 mm depth, and center-to-center spacing of 4.5 mm (Figure 3.1). Each well was surrounded by a 0.5 mm wide and 3 mm deep channel, which served as a moat. Designs of the WorMotel masters
were created using MATLAB. We printed a master corresponding to the negative of this shape with an Objet30 photopolymer 3D printer using the material VeroBlack. To mold the WM devices, we mixed Dow Corning Sylgard 184 PDMS according to the manufacturer’s instructions and poured 35 g or 5 g of PDMS into the 240-well or 48-well masters, respectively. We then degassed the poured PDMS in a vacuum chamber for 1 hour. Devices were cured overnight at 40°C and then removed from molds using a spatula.

**Liquid Behavioral Assays**

9 µl of liquid NGM buffer (NGB), which consists of the same components as NGM but without agar or peptone (Stiernagle 2006; McCloskey et al. 2017), was added to each well of the WorMotel just prior to adding worms. Young adult animals were added manually to the liquid contained in each well of the WorMotel. Where indicated, the NGM was supplemented with either drugs or food. As a food source we used *E. coli* DA837 (Wayne Davis et al. 1995), a streptomycin resistant derivative of OP50 (S Brenner 1974). For experiments where food was added to wells, bacteria was added to NGM to a final OD of approximately 1.

For experiments with added exogenous biogenic amines, we added 5-HT hydrochloride, tyramine hydrochloride, or octopamine hydrochloride (Sigma Aldrich) in the indicated concentrations to liquid NGM prior to filling the WorMotel. Multiple genotypes or conditions were assessed on the same WorMotel. Behavioral comparisons were made only between conditions that were assayed simultaneously on the same WorMotel.
PDMS devices were placed inside a 90 mm diameter petri dish. To maintain humidity inside the dishes, we used water-absorbing polyacrylate crystals. Sterile water was added to the crystals in a ratio of 150:1 (water:crystals) by weight. Approximately 5 g of hydrated crystals were added around the WorMotel. We placed lids on all dishes. To prevent accumulation of water condensation, lids were prepared by coating with a 30% solution of Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) in water, which was allowed to dry before use.

Finally, the filled WorMotel was placed upside down on the bottom of the petri plate and the lid was added. The petri plate was placed on a glass platform inside a custom imaging rig as previously described (Churgin and Fang-Yen 2015). A digital camera (see Image Acquisition) was placed beneath the glass platform and images were acquired every second until 60,000 images had been acquired, corresponding to about 16.6 hours of recording time (Churgin and Fang-Yen 2015).

Image Acquisition

Images were captured with an Imaging Source DMK 23GP031 camera (2592 x 1944 pixels) equipped with a Fujinon lens (HF12.5SA-1, focal length 12.5 mm). We used IC Capture imaging software (Imaging Source) to acquire time lapse images through a gigabit Ethernet connection. All experiments were carried out under dark-field illumination using four 4.7” red LED strips (Oznium) positioned on the glass platform surrounding the WorMotel. Images were saved and processed by a 64-bit computer with...
a 3.40 GHz Intel Core i3 processor and 4 GB of RAM. Images were processed and analyzed using custom-written MATLAB software (see Image Processing).

The camera’s field of view was adjusted such that 48 wells of the WorMotel were visible on the image. This field of view corresponded to a spatial resolution of approximately 15 μm.

*Image Processing and data analysis*

All data processing and analysis was carried out using MATLAB (Mathworks). Subsequent images were subtracted to generate difference images of pixel value intensity change. The difference image was normalized by average pixel intensity across the two subtracted images. A Gaussian smoothing filter with standard deviation equal to one pixel was applied to the delta image in order to reduce noise. A binary threshold of 0.35 was then applied to the filtered delta image in order to score whether or not movement occurred at each pixel location. All pixels in which movement occurred were summed up and the resulting value was called the ‘activity’ between the two frames.

To calculate the time spent quiescent, we first time-averaged raw activity data, with time resolution one second, with a smoothing kernel of five seconds. For each animal, we then calculated the number of frames where the activity was equal to zero. The resultant value was divided by the duration of the assay to calculate the fraction of time spent quiescent.
Histogram Fitting

We generated a histogram of the five-second time-averaged activity for each worm. We then used a non-linear least squares fitting algorithm to fit each individual worm’s activity histogram to the sum of two exponential terms (with two unknown parameters each) and a Gaussian term (with three unknown parameters). We therefore fit seven parameters. The zero bin on the activity histogram, corresponding to quiescent frames, was excluded from the histogram before the fitting process as the contribution of quiescence had already been calculated.

To calculate the fraction of time spent roaming, we calculated the area under the Gaussian curve component of the fit. To calculate the fraction of time spent dwelling, we calculated the area under the two exponential curve components of the fit.

Manual Validation of Behavior

We picked at random three fasting and three feeding worms from a previously recorded experiment to manually score roaming and dwelling behavior. We examined videos recorded at 8 frames per second rather than one frame per second because we found it easier for a manual user to score behavior when data was recorded at a higher frame rate. Nevertheless, activity values were still calculated using frames captured one second apart as in all other experiments.
We examined behavior for approximately 10 minutes at each of three time points: 2 hours, 3 hours, and 4.5 hours from the start of the experiment. The purpose of using three time points was to ensure all three types of behavior were observed for each worm, not to assess temporal variations in behavior. Indeed, all three behaviors including roaming, dwelling, and quiescence were observed for each worm manually scored. A user blind to the results of the fit analysis scored behavior as roaming, dwelling, or quiescent for each worm for each frame.

Next, the activity histogram for frames the user scored as roaming and dwelling were individually generated and compared to the Gaussian or exponential components, respectively, of the full-data fit. To quantify the agreement between user-scored and computer-scored behavior, we calculated the $R^2$ value.

*Visualizing Data in Roaming-Dwelling Space*

After fitting, the roaming and dwelling fraction was calculated for each worm of a given genotype and experimental condition. For each population, the mean roaming and dwelling fraction were calculated, along with the standard deviation and orientation of principal components in roaming-dwelling space. Ellipses with dimensions corresponding to the standard error of the mean for each experimental condition were plotted with their orientation in the direction of greatest variation for that experimental condition as determined by principal component analysis.
Cloning and Transgenic Strain Construction

Rescue constructs for SER-5 were cloned using Gateway Technology (Life Technologies). The desired promoters, *ser-5* cDNA, and *unc-54 3′ UTR* were acquired in entry slots 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The following plasmids in Gateway entry vectors were gifts of Zheng-Xing Wu: *sra-6p, ser-5p,* and *ser-5 cDNA* (Guo et al. 2015). The LR recombination reaction was performed to produce each rescue construct. Each rescue plasmid was confirmed via sequencing. The rescue plasmid *ceh-17::ser-3* was a gift from Satoshi Suo (Yoshida et al. 2014). Transgenic strains were constructed by microinjection in the *C. elegans* germline. SER-5 rescue constructs were injected into RB2277: *ser-5(ok3087)* mutants. SER-3 rescue constructs were injected into CX12800: *ser-3(ad1774).* For microinjections, 30 ng/µl of the desired plasmid was injected with 2 ng/µl of *myo-2::mCherry* coinjection marker and 100 ng/µl of 1 kb DNA ladder.

Statistical Methods

Differences in population behavior distributions were carried out using a two-tailed t-test. Error bars throughout the manuscript are presented as standard error of the mean, with N taken to be the number of biological replicates per condition.

RESULTS

Quantification of locomotion behavior in swimming *C. elegans* with longitudinal imaging

We first sought to better characterize *C. elegans* behavior in feeding and fasting
conditions. We monitored locomotion behavior of young adult worms using the WorMotel, a custom microplate device consisting of an array of individual wells that can be used to longitudinally image animals under solid or liquid media conditions (Churgin et al., 2017b). We assayed worms under liquid conditions and quantified locomotion behavior using custom machine vision software (see Methods).

We first monitored young adult N2 worms for 16 hours in liquid NGB (see Methods) grown with or without food (Figure 3.1). As previously reported, after a period of a few hours of continuous high activity, fasting worms in liquid began to cycle between high activity and behavioral quiescence (Figure 3.1) (Ghosh and Emmons 2008; McCloskey et al. 2017). The behavior of feeding and fasting worms was qualitatively very different. Fasting worms oscillated between extended high activity periods and short low activity periods, whereas feeding worms exhibited much more intermediate activity. We then plotted activity histograms for individual worms. From these histograms, we confirmed that fasting worms exhibit a more bimodal activity distribution, whereas feeding worms exhibit a mostly monotonically decreasing activity distribution.
Figure 3.1 Experimental setup and data analysis

a) Experimental setup b) Example image. Individual *C. elegans* are visible in each well. c) Detail of three wells of panel b. d) Locomotion activity heat map for worms in liquid incubated with (top half) or without (bottom half) bacterial food.
To quantify behavior, we applied an empirical fit to the activity histogram on an individual worm basis (Figure 3.2a-b). We used a nonlinear least squares algorithm to fit each worm’s activity histogram to a sum of two exponential terms and one Gaussian term (see Methods). Worm locomotion is usually classified into one of three behavior states: roaming, dwelling, or quiescence (McCloskey et al., 2017; Flavell et al., 2013). Roaming is characterized by rapid movement and propagation of body waves down the length of the worm’s body. Dwelling is characterized by lower amount of movement and propagation of body waves in the anterior but not posterior of the worm’s body. Quiescence is characterized by complete cessation of movement and is observed both in high food environments, where it is termed satiety, and in fasting conditions, where it is termed fasting quiescence (You et al. 2013; Gallagher, Kim, et al. 2013). We therefore wanted to classify worm activity measurements according to these commonly applied labels.

We hypothesized that the exponential and Gaussian terms of the fit corresponded to dwelling and roaming behavior, respectively. To test this idea, we performed manual assessment of behavioral states from recorded videos. We found a strong overlap between the Gaussian component of the fit with the histogram of frames in which a worm’s behavior was manually scored as roaming (Figure 3.2c). Similarly, we found a strong overlap between the exponential components of the fit and the histogram of frames in which a worm’s behavior was manually scored as dwelling (Figure 3.2d). Combining both frames scored as dwelling and roaming together largely matched the overall fit (Figure 3.2e, Table 3.1).
Figure 3.2 Quantitative analysis and manual validation

a) Activity histogram for a fasting worm (black curve) with fit overlaid (red dashed curve) b) Activity histogram for a feeding worm with fit overlaid c) Activity histogram for frames during which a single worm’s behavior was manually scored as roaming (black curve). The Gaussian component of the fit is overlaid (red dashed curve). d) Activity histogram for frames during which the same worm’s behavior as in c was manually scored as dwelling (black curve). The exponential component of the fit is overlaid (red dashed curve). e) Activity histogram for frames in the same worm’s behavior as in c and d was manually scored. The full fit, consisting of both exponential and Gaussian components, is overlaid (red dashed curve).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manual Score vs. Automatic Fit R² (mean ± standard deviation)</th>
<th>Worm #1</th>
<th>Worm #2</th>
<th>Worm #3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feeding, Roaming R² = 0.86±0.07</td>
<td>R² = 0.86</td>
<td>R² = 0.94</td>
<td>R² = 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding, Dwelling R² = 0.62±0.13</td>
<td>R² = 0.62</td>
<td>R² = 0.85</td>
<td>R² = 0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting, Roaming R² = 0.76±0.01</td>
<td>R² = 0.74</td>
<td>R² = 0.77</td>
<td>R² = 0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting, Dwelling R² = 0.58±0.19</td>
<td>R² = 0.76</td>
<td>R² = 0.38</td>
<td>R² = 0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 Manual Behavior Score versus Automatic Fit $R^2$ Values
These results indicate that the exponential components of the histogram fit correspond well with frames in which worms are dwelling, and the Gaussian component corresponds with frames in which worms are roaming. Therefore, for each worm we simply summed up the area under each of these two components to calculate the fraction of time individuals spent dwelling and roaming. Quiescence was calculated as the fraction of time each worm's activity level was zero.

We found large quantitative differences in locomotion behavior between feeding and starved worms. We found that feeding caused an elevation in behavioral quiescence, a reduction in roaming, and an increase in dwelling in comparison to fasting (Figure 3.3-j-n). Therefore, food status modulates multiple locomotion parameters in young adult worms.

*5-HT signaling is required for worms to appropriately adapt behavior from fasting to feeding*

Having established that food levels affect locomotion behaviors, we sought to determine which neurotransmitters were responsible for these changes. Since serotonin is a transmitter known to regulate behavior in response to food, we first examined the behavior of *tph-1* mutants, which lack endogenous 5-HT, in response to feeding and fasting. These mutants exhibit increased fasting quiescence, decreased feeding quiescence, and increased roaming while feeding (Figure 3.3). Therefore, endogenous 5-HT signaling is required for both wild-type fasting and feeding behavior.
Figure 3.3 Serotonin and octopamine signaling are required for normal fasting and feeding behavior

a-c) Locomotion activity maps for N2, tph-1, and tbh-1, respectively. d) Example activity trace for a fasting N2 worm. e) Example activity trace for a feeding N2 worm. f) Example activity trace for a fasting tph-1 worm. g) Example activity trace for a feeding tph-1 worm. h) Example activity trace for a fasting tbh-1 worm. i) Example activity trace for a feeding tbh-1 worm. j) Roaming fraction versus dwelling fraction for individual fasting (black circles) or feeding (blue triangles) N2 worms. Principal component ellipses are plotted to indicate population averages and standard errors. k) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (black), tph-1 (green), and tbh-1 (red) under fasting (solid ellipses) or feeding (dotted ellipses) conditions. Ellipse dimensions correspond to standard error of the mean. l) Quantification of fraction of time spent quiescent for N2 (n=132), tph-1 (n=132), and tbh-1 (n=48) worms under fasting and feeding conditions. m) Fraction of time spent dwelling. n) Fraction of time spent roaming. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.005

We found that tph-1 worms exhibited more roaming compared to N2 worms when assayed with food (Figure 3.3). This is consistent with previous reports that tph-1 worms roam more on a bacterial lawn than N2 (Flavell et al. 2013b). Moreover, we found that
food treatment in *tph-1* animals had a lesser effect on the fraction of time spent quiescent. These results indicate that *tph-1* mutants are unable to fully adopt wild-type feeding behaviors in response to food. Our findings are consistent with the idea that 5-HT is released in response to food and is required for adapting locomotion behaviors to a feeding-appropriate state.

**Differential effects of 5-HT produced by the ADF and NSM neurons**

We asked in what neurons 5-HT is produced to regulate locomotory fasting quiescence. 5-HT is produced primarily by two neuron pairs in the head, ADFL/ADFR and NSML/NSMR, and one neuron pair near the vulva, HSNL/HSNR, as determined by expression of a *Ptph-1::GFP* transgene as well as antibody staining (Zheng et al. 2005; Ji Ying Sze et al. 2002; Liang et al. 2006b). Previous reports showed that either fasting (Cunningham et al. 2012) or *daf-2* mutation (Estevez et al. 2006) caused a reduction in *tph-1* reporter expression only in the ADF neuron, implying that 5-HT production by ADF is reduced in response to a reduction nutrient signals.

We hypothesized that 5-HT in the ADF neurons plays a role in fasting quiescence. To test this idea, we examined *tph-1* mutant worms in which wild-type TPH-1 was rescued in the ADF or NSM neurons with the cell-specific promoters *srh-142* or *ceh-2*, respectively (Song et al. 2013). As before, we noticed that *tph-1* mutants exhibit less roaming and less dwelling compared to wild type (Figure 3.4a). We found that *tph-1* rescue in ADF, but not in NSM, was sufficient to rescue roaming and dwelling to wild type levels, whereas rescue of *tph-1* in NSM caused a drastic reduction in roaming.
(Figure 3.4a). Therefore, this data suggests that 5-HT produced by the ADF neuron is required for wild-type fasting behavior, whereas 5-HT produced by the NSM neuron antagonizes wild-type fasting behavior.

**Figure 3.4 Antagonistic roles for two serotonergic neurons**

a) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (solid black), *tph-1* (green x’s), and *tph-1* neuron-specific rescues in ADF (red dots) or NSM (purple circles). b) Fraction of time spent quiescent. c) Fraction of time spent dwelling. d) Fraction of time spent roaming. In all graphs, genotypes represented are N2 (n=84), *tph-1*(mg280) (n=84), *tph-1*; *Ex[Psrh-142::tph-1 (+)]* (n=84), and *tph-1*; *Ex[Pceh-2::tph-1 (+)]* (n=80). *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.005
As before, \textit{tph-1} mutants exhibited slightly but significantly more quiescence than wild type, and this increase was restored to wild-type levels by rescue of TPH-1 in ADF (Figure 3.4b). By contrast, rescue of TPH-1 in NSM resulted in a large increase in fraction of time spent quiescent (Figure 3.4b). As before, fasting \textit{tph-1} mutants exhibited an insignificant reduction in roaming, and this reduction was reversed by rescue of TPH-1 in ADF (Figure 3.4a). By contrast, rescue of TPH-1 in NSM exacerbated the reduction of roaming, suggesting that these two neurons act antagonistically to regulate the amount of roaming.

These results show that 5-HT produced by the ADF neurons is necessary and sufficient to restore wild-type fasting quiescence and behavior. Furthermore, these findings show that ADF and NSM act antagonistically with respect to roaming behavior.

\textit{Exogenous 5-HT suppresses fasting quiescence and increases dwelling}

Having established that endogenous 5-HT signaling regulates fasting quiescence, we sought to determine the effect of exogenous 5-HT on the behavior of fasting worms. When we added exogenous 5-HT to the liquid media, we observed in wild-type worms an increase in dwelling and reduction in roaming (Figure 3.5a-b). Consistent with our results that \textit{tph-1} mutants lacking 5-HT-signaling exhibit higher fasting quiescence (Figure 3.3-3.4), treatment with exogenous 5-HT suppressed wild-type fasting quiescence (Figure 3.5c).
Figure 3.5 Exogenous serotonin acts through SER-5 to promote roaming and through MOD-1 to suppress roaming

a) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (black), ser-1 (brown), ser-4 (blue), and ser-7 (yellow) under fasting (solid ellipses) or fasting + 10 mM 5-HT (dotted ellipses) conditions. b) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (black), ser-5 (purple), and mod-1 (cyan) under fasting or fasting + 10 mM 5-HT conditions. c) Fraction of time spent quiescent. Number of animals tested were equal for both with and without 5-HT conditions: N2 (n=124), ser-1 (n=26), ser-4 (n=18), ser-5(ok3087) (n=54), ser-5(tm2647) (n=24), ser-5(tm2654) (n=24), ser-7 (n=38), mod-1(ok103) (n=28), mod-1(nr2043) (n=24), mod-1(n3034) (n=16). d) Fraction of time spent dwelling. e) Fraction of time spent roaming. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.005
Although exogenous 5-HT suppressed quiescence, it also reduced roaming (Figure 3.5e). Therefore, exogenous 5-HT both reduces overall movement while also reducing the time spent completely immobile. Accordingly, exogenous 5-HT causes a dramatic increase in dwelling (Figure 3.5d). These results are consistent with reports that 5-HT slows locomotion (Ranganathan, Cannon, and Horvitz 2000; Flavell et al. 2013b). Therefore, exogenous 5-HT acts to promote dwelling behavior and suppress both quiescence and roaming.

5-HT promotes roaming via SER-5 and dwelling via MOD-1

We sought to determine the receptors through which exogenous 5-HT modulate locomotion. In C. elegans, 5-HT acts strongly through four G-protein coupled receptors and one 5-HT-gated chloride channel to regulate locomotion, feeding, fat storage, egg-laying, and other phenotypes (Ranganathan, Cannon, and Horvitz 2000; Carre-Pierrat et al. 2006; Gürel et al. 2012). To determine the receptors on which 5-HT acts, we tested the available single 5-HT receptor mutants with and without exogenous 5-HT under fasting conditions.

We found that exogenous 5-HT treatment had similar effects on quiescence, roaming, and dwelling in wild type animals as in ser-1, ser-4, and ser-7 mutants (Figure 3.5a), indicating that these receptors do not contribute significantly to locomotion behavior. By contrast, exogenous 5-HT had a drastic effect on behavior of both ser-5 and mod-1 mutants (Figure 3.5b). We found that 5-HT suppressed quiescence in all 5-HT receptor mutants tested except for ser-5 (Figure 3.5c). Instead of suppressing quiescence in ser-5
mutants, applying exogenous 5-HT resulted in greatly increased quiescence in three different alleles compared to untreated worms. Furthermore, roaming was strongly suppressed in 5-HT-treated ser-5 mutants, indicating that SER-5 promotes movement in response to 5-HT.

Applying exogenous 5-HT to mod-1 mutants, by contrast, resulted in quiescence suppression in three different alleles to a greater degree than for wild type worms (Figure 3.5c). Furthermore, roaming increased and dwelling decreased in 5-HT-treated mod-1 mutants (Figure 3.5d-e), indicating that 5-HT acts through MOD-1 to suppress movement. These results are consistent with reports showing that MOD-1 promotes dwelling behavior (Ranganathan, Cannon, and Horvitz 2000; Flavell et al. 2013b). Together, our results indicate that 5-HT acts antagonistically through SER-5 to increase roaming and suppress quiescence and through MOD-1 to increase dwelling and suppress roaming (Figure 3.10).

*MOD-1 acts in AIY neurons and SER-5 acts in body wall muscles and neurons to mediate behavioral effects of 5-HT*

We next sought to determine in what cells or tissues the MOD-1 and SER-5 receptors act to mediate 5-HT's effects on behavior. MOD-1 is a 5-HT-gated chloride channel (Ranganathan, Cannon, and Horvitz 2000) that has been shown to act in the nervous system to mediate locomotion (Flavell et al. 2013b), learning (Y. Zhang, Lu, and Bargmann 2005), and fat levels (Noble, Stieglitz, and Srinivasan 2013). SER-5 is a G-protein coupled receptor that has been shown to act in the ASH neurons to mediate the
behavioral response to octanol and in muscles to mediate egg-laying (Harris et al. 2009; Hapiak et al. 2009). We therefore performed rescue experiments for MOD-1 and SER-5 in neurons, muscle, and specific cells to identify where these receptors act to mediate behavioral responses to 5-HT.

We first tested strains with a mod-1 mutant background in which wild type MOD-1 was expressed under its endogenous promoter as well as under four neuron-specific promoters: Pttx-3, which is expressed in AIY, AIA, and AIZ neurons, Pflp-8, which is expressed in AUA and URX neurons, Pflp-1, which is expressed in RIG, AIA, and AIY neurons, and Pgcy-36, which is expressed in URX neurons (Noble, Stieglitz, and Srinivasan 2013). We found that rescuing MOD-1 under its endogenous promoter as well under the TTX-3 promoter resulted in partial rescue of wild type behavior when treated with 5-HT (Figure 3.6a-e). By contrast, rescuing MOD-1 under the FLP-1, FLP-8, or GCY-36 promoters did not result in behavior distinguishable from mod-1 mutants (Figure 6a-e). The TTX-3 promoter has been previously reported to be drive expression strongly in the AIY interneurons (Flavell et al. 2013a). Therefore our results show that MOD-1 expressed in the AIY neurons is necessary and sufficient to restore wild type response to 5-HT.
Next, we generated rescue constructs for the SER-5 receptor under its endogenous promoter, a neuron-specific promoter (Punc-119), a body wall muscle-specific promoter (Pmyo-3), and an ASH-specific promoter (Psra-6) (see Methods), and injected them into...
a ser-5 mutant background. We found that rescuing SER-5 under its endogenous promoter fully restored the wild type response to 5-HT (Figure 3.6f-j). We found that rescuing SER-5 in either muscles or neurons rescued the behavioral response to 5-HT, whereas rescuing SER-5 in only the ASH neuron did not (Figure 3.6f-j). Therefore, SER-5 can act in both muscle or neurons to promote movement in response to 5-HT.

Octopamine and tyramine have opposite effects on locomotion

We next turned our attention toward neurotransmitters typically associated with fasting. The biogenic amines tyramine and octopamine modulate multiple behaviors and appear to signal starvation and promote starvation-related behaviors, such as suppressed pumping and egg-laying (Alkema et al. 2005; Rex and Komuniecki 2002; Rex et al. 2004; Suo, Kimura, and Tol 2006). We sought to determine the roles, if any, of these neurotransmitters in locomotion behavior mediated in relation to food.

We first tested worms defective for TDC-1, the tyrosine decarboxylase enzyme required for synthesis of tyramine and its downstream product, octopamine. We found that tdc-1 mutants exhibited increased fasting quiescence, increased dwelling, and reduced roaming relative to wild type (Figure 3.7a). These characteristics of fasting tdc-1 mutants largely overlap with those of feeding N2 worms (Figure 3.3j), indicating that animals lacking tyramine and octopamine behave as if feeding even in the absence of food.
Figure 3.7 Octopamine and tyramine exert opposing effects on locomotory behavior

a) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (black) and tdc-1 (gray) under fasting (solid ellipses), fasting + 10 mM tyramine (dashed ellipses), or fasting + 10 mM octopamine (dotted ellipses) conditions. b) Fraction of time spent quiescent. c) Fraction of time spent dwelling. Number of animals tested: N2 control (n=103), N2 with tyramine (n=52), N2 with octopamine (n=60), tdc-1 control (n=104), tdc-1 with tyramine (n=52), tdc-1 with octopamine (n=60). d) Fraction of time spent roaming. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.005.

Loss of TDC-1 abolishes the worm’s ability to produce both tyramine and octopamine.

To determine whether lack of tyramine or octopamine was responsible for the altered behavior in tdc-1 mutants, we tested behavior after either exogenous tyramine or octopamine was applied. Addition of exogenous octopamine suppressed the increased
fasting quiescence in \( tdc-1 \) mutants as well as in wild type. By contrast, exogenous tyramine slightly increased fasting quiescence in wild type, but not in \( tdc-1 \) mutants (Figure 3.7b). These results suggest that octopamine is required for wild-type levels of fasting quiescence, and that octopamine acts to suppress quiescence.

We also found that treatment of both wild type and \( tdc-1 \) worms with tyramine resulted in increased dwelling and reduced roaming, whereas octopamine treatment slightly reduced dwelling and slightly increased roaming (Figure 3.7c-d). These results indicate that octopamine and tyramine have largely opposing roles on locomotion, with tyramine promoting reduced locomotion typical of feeding worms and octopamine promoting increased locomotion typical of fasting worms.

*Octopamine signaling is required for worms to appropriately adapt behavior to fasting*

Next, we examined the behavior of \( tbh-1 \) mutants, which lack only octopamine. We found that \( tbh-1 \) mutants, like \( tdc-1 \) mutants, exhibited elevated quiescence, elevated dwelling, and decreased roaming under fasting conditions in comparison to wild type animals. The defects in quiescence and roaming, but not dwelling, were reversed by exogenous treatment with octopamine (Figure 3.8a, c-e). These results show that in worms, as in flies, octopamine is responsible for the hyperactivity observed during fasting (Yang et al. 2015).
Exogenous octopamine promotes roaming and suppresses quiescence through both SER-6 and SER-3

a) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (black), *tbh-1* (red), or *octr-1* (teal) under fasting (solid ellipses) or fasting + 10 mM octopamine (dotted ellipses) conditions. b) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (black), *ser-3* (purple), and *ser-6* (orange) under fasting or fasting + 10 mM octopamine conditions. c) Fraction of time spent quiescent. Number of animals tested were equal for both with and without octopamine conditions: N2 (n=80), *tbh-1* (n=54), *octr-1* (n=26), *ser-3* (n=56), *ser-6* (n=72). d) Fraction of time spent dwelling. e) Fraction of time spent roaming. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.005

The increased dwelling, decreased roaming, and increased quiescence evident in fasting *tbh-1* worms again recalls, like that of fasting *tdc-1* worms, the behavior of feeding wild type animals (Figure 3.3a, c, j, k). The finding that fasting *tbh-1* worms resemble feeding N2 worms suggests that octopamine, but not tyramine, is required for worms to adopt locomotion behaviors associated with fasting.

We next considered the behavior of *tbh-1* mutants in the presence of food. Treatment of
*tbh-1* mutants with food caused a reduction in roaming and increasing in dwelling compared with fasting *tbh-1* worms. This trend is similar to that observed in wild type worms but occurred to a greater extent in *tbh-1* animals (Figure 3.3k, l-n). Feeding *tbh-1* worms exhibit greatly increased dwelling, greatly reduced roaming, and no change in quiescence compared to both fasting *tbh-1* worms. Feeding *tbh-1* worms also exhibit more dwelling and less roaming than feeding wild-type worms, suggesting that these animals overcompensate their locomotion behavior to food compared to wild type.

The finding that feeding *tbh-1* worms exhibit a large fraction of dwelling is consistent with a qualitative view of their behavior, which shows a fairly homogenous, low level of activity throughout the 16 hours of the assay, compared with the relatively more heterogeneous behavior of both feeding wild type and *tph-1* worms (Figure 3.3a-c, e, g, i). These results reinforce the notion that octopamine acts to promote movement, but also implies that this pathway acts during feeding as well as fasting.

*Both SER-3 and SER-6 are required for exogenous octopamine’s effects on locomotion*

We next sought to determine the receptor(s) through which exogenous octopamine acts to excite roaming and suppress quiescence. We tested mutants for the three known octopamine receptors (Sun et al. 2011; R. W. Komuniecki et al. 2004; R. Komuniecki et al. 2012). We found that response to octopamine was abolished in both *ser-3* and *ser-6* mutants but remained largely intact in *octr-1* mutants (Figure 3.8a-e). Treatment with exogenous octopamine significantly increased roaming and decreased quiescence in wild type and *octr-1* mutants, but was unable to do so in either *ser-3* or *ser-6* mutants. These
results indicate that octopamine requires both SER-3 and SER-6 receptors to affect locomotion.

**SER-3 and SER-6 act in the SIA neurons to mediate octopamine's effect on locomotion**

We next sought to determine where the SER-3 and SER-6 receptors acted to mediate octopamine's effect on behavior. A previous report showed that SER-3 and SER-6 acted in the SIA neurons to mediate the transcription of the starvation-responsive transcription factor, CREB (Yoshida et al. 2014). We therefore tested whether rescuing SER-3 and SER-6 in the SIA neurons was sufficient to restore wild type response to octopamine.

We found that expressing SER-3 or SER-6 under the Pceh-17 promoter, which drives expression specifically in the SIA and ALA neurons, was sufficient to restore wild type response to octopamine in SER-3 and SER-6 mutants, respectively (Figure 3.9a-e). A previous study found that octopamine modulated CREB levels in the SIA neurons, suggesting that SER-3 and SER-6 function in the SIA neurons and not ALA (Suo, Kimura, and Tol 2006; Yoshida et al. 2014). Therefore, our results suggest that SER-3 and SER-6 also function in the SIA neurons to mediate octopamine's effect on locomotion.
Figure 3.9 SER-6 and SER-3 function in the SIA neurons to mediate octopamine’s effects on behavior

a) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (black), ser-6 (purple) and ser-6;ceh-17::ser-6 (red) under fasting (solid ellipses) or fasting + 10 mM octopamine (dotted ellipses) conditions. b) Principal component ellipses illustrating fraction of time spent roaming versus dwelling for N2 (black), ser-3 (green), and ser-3;ceh-17::ser-3 (blue) under fasting or fasting + 10 mM octopamine conditions. c) Fraction of time spent quiescent. Number of animals tested were equal for both with and without octopamine conditions: N2 (n=144), ser-6 (n=48), ser-6;ceh-17::ser-6 (n=48), ser-3 (n=96), ser-3;ceh-17::ser-3 (n=64) *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.005

DISCUSSION

Quantitative, high-throughput imaging enables characterization of complicated behavioral phenotypes

In this study, we have used the WorMotel, a novel microplate designed for long-term behavioral imaging of C. elegans, to elucidate the molecular and neural pathways underlying the locomotion behavioral effects of the biogenic amines 5-HT and octopamine. By acquiring high-throughput behavioral measurements, we quantified the time spent quiescent, dwelling, and roaming for up to 48 worms simultaneously over the first 16 hours of young adulthood. Automated behavioral analyses like those described here will enable quantification of complicated behavioral phenotypes and thus allow for
the dissection of how neural, genetic, and environmental variables act together to generate behavior.

As evidenced here and described elsewhere, animals utilize the same basic behaviors under different experimental conditions. In *C. elegans*, those basic behaviors are quiescence, roaming, and dwelling. However, the probability of each respective behavior is modulated as necessary to achieve an organism's goals appropriate to the current environmental state. Therefore, the ability to automatically detect and annotate different behavioral phenotypes in a quantitative way is crucial for us to understand the nuanced way the relative weights of different behavioral states are modulated in response to the environment.

Our findings support the prevailing view that 5-HT and octopamine signaling are required for appropriately adapting behavior to the presence and absence of food, respectively. We also describe the receptors and sites of action of these signalling molecules. Together, our results delineate the neural circuit and molecular mechanisms that appropriately govern locomotion behavior in relation to food levels (Figure 3.10).
Two 5-HT-producing neurons exert opposing effects on locomotion

Our results suggest that ADF-produced 5-HT acts through SER-5 to promote roaming, whereas NSM-produced 5-HT acts through MOD-1 to promote dwelling. Therefore, serotonin acts both to increase and decrease locomotion, depending on its source. The fact that serotonin alone can both excite and suppress locomotion is supported by the fact that fasting *tbh-1* mutants, which lack the roaming-promoting signal octopamine, are able to generate periods of both dwelling and roaming (Figure 3.3c, h). This variation in behavior could be produced by the alternate release of 5-HT from ADF and NSM to produce periods of high and low locomotion, respectively.

Figure 3.10 Model for biogenic amine locomotion effects
**5-HT acts antagonistically through SER-5 and MOD-1 to regulate locomotion**

Previous results have shown that other 5-HT receptors act to slow locomotion in *C. elegans* (Ranganathan, Cannon, and Horvitz 2000; Carre-Pierrat et al. 2006). Our result suggests that SER-5 is the sole receptor through which 5-HT can stimulate roaming. Similarly, MOD-1 appears to be the primary receptor through which 5-HT promotes dwelling (Figure 3.5). Therefore, we confirm that 5-HT promotes dwelling via MOD-1 and show for the first time that 5-HT promotes roaming via SER-5 (Figure 3.10).

Our results suggest that ADF is an activity promoting neuron and NSM is activity-suppressing neuron. Therefore, it is plausible that ADF-produced 5-HT acts through SER-5 to regulate locomotion, as previously found in the context of copper avoidance behavior (Guo et al. 2015). Our results would then suggest that NSM-produced 5-HT therefore acts through MOD-1 to suppress locomotion.

**MOD-1 acts in the AIY neurons and SER-5 acts in muscles and neurons to regulate locomotion**

We found that rescuing MOD-1 under either its endogenous promoter or the TTX-3 promoter restored wild type response to 5-HT. Previous reports have also found that expressing MOD-1 under the TTX-3 promoter, which is strongly expressed in the AIY neurons, is required to promote dwelling in feeding wild type worms (Flavell et al. 2013a; Hapiak et al. 2009; Harris et al. 2009). We confirm this role for promotion of dwelling by MOD-1 in the AIY neurons. Given that MOD-1 is a 5-HT-gated chloride channel (Ranganathan, Cannon, and Horvitz 2000) and optogenetic activation of AIY
promotes roaming (Flavell et al. 2013b), it is likely that MOD-1 acts to silence AIY in response to 5-HT. Therefore, MOD-1 likely acts to suppress activity in the AIY neurons in order to promote dwelling in response to 5-HT.

We found that SER-5 could act in either muscle or neurons to promote movement in response to 5-HT. A previous study found that SER-5 acted in vulval muscle to regulate serotonergic stimulation of egg-laying (Hapiak et al. 2009). However, this study did not describe a role for SER-5 in regulating movement. Another study found that SER-5 acts in the nervous system specifically in the ASH neurons to mediate response times to octanol (Harris et al. 2009). Therefore, SER-5 occupies multiple tissue sites of action to mediate diverse behaviors. Egg-laying is associated with a transient increase in movement (McCloskey et al. 2017; Waggoner et al. 2000). Therefore, it is possible that SER-5 acts in the muscle to increase egg-laying rate, which secondarily acts to increase movement. An alternate possibility is that SER-5 acts directly on body wall muscles to promote movement. We can, however, rule out a role for the ASH neuron in regulating locomotion behavior in response to 5-HT (Figure 3.6f-j). More work is required to identify whether SER-5 acts endogenously in neurons, muscles, or both to regulate locomotion behavior.

*Octopamine promotes roaming behavior via SER-3 and SER-6 in the SIA neurons*

Both fasting and treatment with exogenous octopamine excite activity the cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) transcription factor in the SIA neurons (Yoshida et al. 2014; Suo, Kimura, and Tol 2006). This effect requires the presence of
both SER-3 and SER-6. Therefore, it has been hypothesized that these receptors act non-redundantly in the SIA neurons to mediate octopamine’s effects in response to starvation, perhaps via a threshold effect or dimerization.

We found that SER-3 and SER-6 also mediate octopamine’s effect on behavior, and that both receptors function in SIA to mediate this effect. Therefore, our results further support the notion that both SER-3 and SER-6 are required for octopamine’s effect on the response to fasting by modulating quiescent behavior (Figure 3.8-3.9). Our results suggest that the CREB transcription factor may play important roles in regulating fasting locomotion behavior.

*5-HT and octopamine promote behaviors associated with feeding and fasting, respectively*

Our results suggest that food initiates release of 5-HT, but that in wild type animals a reserve of octopamine signaling antagonizes this food-induced 5-HT release to antagonize the effects of 5-HT on behavior and promote roaming even when food is present. This explains why the behavior of feeding N2 worms is different from N2 worms treated with exogenous 5-HT. The dose of exogenous 5-HT permeating the cuticle in these experiments may be much larger than that released endogenously, so exogenously supplied 5-HT dominates the endogenous octopamine signal that normally counteracts 5-HT’s effect. By contrast, no octopamine is present to counteract the 5-HT released in *tbh-1* mutants supplied with food, so the behavior of these animals resembles that observed in wild type treated with exogenous 5-HT (cf. Figures 3.3k and 3.7a-b).
Despite the finding that 5-HT treatment primarily promotes feeding-associated locomotion phenotypes and octopamine treatment primarily promotes fasting-associated phenotypes, we find that both transmitters are required for wild type behavior under both feeding and fasting conditions. We find that although well-fed wild type animals mostly make small movements, they also exhibit periods of high locomotion activity. This is consistent with previously published reports showing that on food, worms spend time primarily in dwelling state but also exhibit short-lived roaming states (Flavell et al. 2013b).

Our results suggest that by continuing to release lower levels of the non-dominant biogenic amine—octopamine under feeding conditions and 5-HT under fasting conditions—worms continue to maintain access to a variety of behaviors, some of which are normally associated with an environmental state they do not currently find themselves in. By reducing, but not completely eliminating, behaviors associated with environmental conditions not currently being experienced, animals maintain a high degree of adaptability.

Conserved roles of 5-HT and octopamine

5-HT and octopamine have conserved roles over diverse phyla. 5-HT is found in the protozoan Tetrahymena as an intracellular regulator of the cyclic AMP (cAMP) pathway (Turlejski 1996), a known regulator of behavior. The majority of vertebrate 5-HT receptor families also modulate cAMP levels through their effects on adenylate cyclase, indicating a remarkable degree of conservation of the molecular role of this signaling
molecule over two billion years of evolution (Turlejski 1996). The evolutionary conservation of these receptors' downstream signaling pathways suggests that understanding the molecular roles of these receptors in model organisms may contribute to our understanding of these receptors' roles in mammals.

Octopamine is found primarily in invertebrates, but also in trace amounts in mammals, and is structurally similar to the fight-or-flight hormones adrenaline and noradrenaline. Here we find that octopamine’s role in worms is similar to that in flies, where it induces hyperactivity upon fasting as well wake-promotion (Crocker and Sehgal 2008). However, it was not previously known which receptors octopamine acted through to induce hyperactivity in Drosophila. The conservation of behavioral effects of biogenic amines suggests that roles for specific receptors may also be preserved.

Understanding the role of these signals in invertebrates may inform our understanding of the molecular bases for more complex manifestations of heightened activity based on these signals in mammals, such as aggression and anxiety.
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CHAPTER 4: Conclusions and Future Directions

The goal of this work was to develop a simple, scalable, and flexible method for long-term longitudinal imaging of *C. elegans*. I developed a device, called the WorMotel, to achieve this goal by using 3-D printing techniques. I then applied this device toward two areas of interest: aging and locomotion behavior states. I first developed a long-term cultivation protocol and an image analysis and processing pipeline to automatically measure lifespan and aging behavior for up to 240 worms simultaneously using the WorMotel. Using this approach, I found that despite previous reports of temporal scaling of aging across mutant populations (Stroustrup et al. 2016), the pattern of behavioral decline does not scale between short-lived and long-lived animals within or across populations. I did find, however, that behavioral decline does scale between normal aging and stressful aging. Together, these results demonstrate that aging may scale under some, but not all, conditions, and that more work is required to determine how else the aging process may vary.

I also applied the WorMotel device toward measuring changes in locomotion behavior in response to feeding or fasting. Using a combination of quantitative behavioral analysis, genetics, and pharmacology, I described a neural circuit involving the biogenic amines serotonin and octopamine that modulates the fraction of time animals spend in different behavior states. I identified the receptors through which serotonin and octopamine act to exert their behavioral effects as well as their cellular sites of action.
During the course of this work, I have developed a suite of image and data analysis software and hardware protocols designed to be simple to use and applicable to a variety of scientific questions. My software and hardware designs have been adopted by multiple other labs and researchers to answer questions regarding sleep behavior in worms (Matthew D. Nelson et al. 2014; M D Nelson et al. 2013; Iannacone et al. 2017), locomotion in free-living (McCloskey et al. 2017) and parasitic (Bais et al. 2015) worms, and sleep behavior in *Drosophila* larvae. In summary, I developed a novel device and associated software and hardware to quantify behavior longitudinally over long-time periods in microscopic model organisms and demonstrated its utility over a range of time scales and scientific areas of interest.

**VARIATION IN BEHAVIORAL DECLINE DURING AGING**

I found that behavioral decline during aging does not scale with lifespan within or across strains. The shape of behavioral decline differs between short-lived and long-lived individuals, with short-lived individuals exhibiting an increased rate of decline with age and long-lived individuals exhibiting a decreased rate of decline with age. Furthermore, short-lived individuals die prematurely compared with long-lived individuals in that they die on average at a level of locomotor capacity at which long-lived individuals would not. These results complicate the notion that lifespan temporally scales between genotypes and builds on work on inter-individual variability in wild type populations (Stroustrup et al. 2016; W. B. Zhang et al. 2016).
Interestingly, the shape of behavioral decline correlates with lifespan in a seemingly continuous curve across different genetic backgrounds. I initially observed that short-lived N2 mutants exhibited a pattern of behavioral decline that strongly overlapped with short-lived *daf-16* mutants. Similarly, long-lived N2 mutant decline resembled that of long-lived *daf-2* mutants. By quantifying the shape of behavioral decline and plotting this parameter versus lifespan for each individual, I confirmed the notion that the shape of behavioral decline was dictated by absolute lifespan rather than genetic background. This result suggests that individuals with similar lifespans but different genotypes might experience similar pathophysiologies underlying aging and demise. The difference in the shape of aging between individuals with different lifespans suggests that the underlying pathophysiology for differently aged animals might be unique. Two recent studies have provided evidence that individuals with different lifespans exhibit different causes of death. Specifically, shorter-lived individuals tend to die more from infectious causes, whereas longer-lived individuals do not (Podshivalova et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2017). Still, more work needs to be carried out to identify the tissue-specific patterns of decline and how these can vary between individuals, as well as the potentially unique causes of death for differently aged animals.

One possible mechanistic explanation for this finding is that short-lived individuals in a wild type population might be transcriptionally similar to *daf-16* mutants, whereas long-lived individuals in a wild type population might be transcriptionally similar to *daf-2* mutants. To test this idea, future work may compare the transcriptional profiles of wild type animals with different lifespan projections. Multiple biomarkers for lifespan have
been described in *C. elegans* which are able to predict lifespan (Huang, Xiong, and Kornfeld 2004; W. B. Zhang et al. 2016). These biomarkers may be used to classify age-matched animals into bins based on projected lifespan. Then, RNA-sequencing may be performed on the two groups to determine the differences in transcriptional profile and to ascertain whether differences in gene expression underlie variability in aging. Furthermore, RNA-sequencing may be performed on *daf-16* or *daf-2* mutants in parallel to better compare differential transcriptomes between these groups.

Despite existing primarily as isogenic populations, there remains a large degree of variability in *C. elegans* lifespan. The fact that the pattern of behavioral decline correlates strongly with absolute lifespan in a continuous manner across multiple distinct genetic populations suggests that stochastic differences in gene expression may underlie lifespan variability between individuals.

**BEHAVIORAL DECLINE DURING STRESS**

Although I observed that behavioral decline between individuals or populations did not scale with lifespan, I observed that behavioral decline during stress did scale. I measured aging and survival for worms grown on paraquat, an oxidative-stress inducing compound (Tullet et al. 2008). At the concentration tested, paraquat reduced lifespan by approximately twenty times. The similarity in behavioral decline between normal aging and stressful aging suggests that stress simply accelerates natural processes that unfold during normal aging.
In addition, a relationship between the shape of behavioral decline and survival on paraquat similar to that observed during normal aging provides further evidence of the similarity between normal and stressful aging. Similar to observations during normal aging, short-lived individuals exhibit an increasing rate of decline with age, whereas long-lived individuals a decreasing rate of decline with age. Therefore, the pattern of aging and survival variability is preserved between normal aging and stressful aging. Therefore, aging itself may constitute a low-level stress.

Strangely, the pattern of behavioral decline during stressful aging is not continuous with the curves for normal aging. If the shape of aging were dictated solely by lifespan, I would expect to observe a continuous relationship between the shape of decline and lifespan spanning across stressful and normal aging, where lifespans range from a few hours to about two months. The apparent breakdown of this relationship indicates that the aging process may vary in ways other than absolute lifespan. Future work should aim to describe the full space across which the aging process can vary and why different genetic and environmental conditions result in different relationships between behavioral decline and survival.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BEHAVIOR AND LIFESPAN

I observed that long-lived mutants exhibited reductions in movement. This behavior has been observed before, primarily in the context of reduced insulin signaling (Gems et al. 1998; Gaglia and Kenyon 2009). Because reductions in movement were associated with long-lived mutants, I hypothesized that reduced movement might be required for
extended lifespan. Therefore, I set out to genetically decouple reduced movement from longevity in *daf-2* mutants.

It has previously been shown that mutations that disrupt sensory processing can extend lifespan, suggesting that nervous system excitability may influence lifespan (J Apfeld and Kenyon 1999). In Chapter 2, I found that the G protein-coupled receptor ODR-10 is required for the suppressed sensory response observed in *daf-2* mutants. However, ODR-10 had no effect on lifespan of either wild type or *daf-2*. Therefore, reduced sensory response to the extent observed in *odr-10* mutants is not required for extended lifespan.

A previous study found that ODR-10 suppressed the reduced movement of *daf-2* mutants (Hahm et al. 2015). However, this study observed animal movement after manually transferring animals to a new plate. In my experiments, ODR-10 had no effect on baseline locomotion in wild type or *daf-2* mutants, suggesting that ODR-10 influences sensory responses to aversive stimuli but not spontaneous locomotion itself. This clarifying result highlights that long-term observation can disambiguate between behaviors that occur spontaneously versus those that are evoked. The vast majority of behavior studies involve some sort of acute experimenter intervention, such as plate movement (which induces vibrations in the agar substrate on which worms reside) or transferring worms with a wire pick. Long-term observation may help uncover novel spontaneous behaviors that have never been observed due to animal stimulation.
It remains to be determined whether reduced spontaneous movement of insulin-signaling mutants is required for lifespan extension. Reduced movement in insulin-signaling mutants has been likened to hibernation in mammals, a prolonged behavior state that requires reduced movement and exhibits reduced insulin signaling (O. L. Nelson et al. 2014; Andrews 2007; Carey, Andrews, and Martin 2003; Gaglia and Kenyon 2009). Furthermore, insulin-signaling mutants exhibit increased fat stores, another hallmark of mammalian hibernation (Mulaney and Ashrafi 2009; Ackerman and Gems 2012; Carey, Andrews, and Martin 2003). Because insulin-signaling exhibit reduced food intake, especially at older ages at which they are behaviorally quiescent, it is feasible that reduced spontaneous movement is required in order to maintain their high fat stores. Therefore, it remains plausible that spontaneous movement reductions are required for increased longevity in insulin-signaling mutants.

While ODR-10 mutations did not decouple spontaneous movement from *daf-2* longevity, other genes may be able to do so. The WorMotel is a useful tool with which to perform a reverse genetic screen for genes that rescue *daf-2* spontaneous locomotion.

Another approach toward decoupling reduced movement and longevity is to perform more frequent stimulation. My experiments utilized a blue light to stimulate animals twice per day for 10 seconds. More frequent stimulus periods might enable a significant increase in the fraction of an animal’s life spent moving. However, blue light toxicity effects would need to be taken into account. Another option is the use of mechanical vibration as an aversive stimulus. Again, however, the effects of mechanical damage
would need to be accounted for. However, the WorMotel is an appropriate tool to test any of these approaches.

**QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR STATES**

Using the WorMotel, I elucidated a neural circuit that regulates fasting and feeding locomotion behavior states (Chapter 3). To quantify behavior, I used image processing to generate longitudinal activity measurements for worms over 16 hours. I then fit individual activity histograms to the sum of an exponential and Gaussian curve, and I then showed that these mathematical fits corresponded to manually scored behavior states. This approach allowed me to quantitatively describe the fraction of time animals spend in quiescent, dwelling, and roaming behavior states.

Measurement of locomotion behavior is often performed in a qualitative fashion (Sawin and Horvitz 2000; Flavell et al. 2013a). While much has been learned from this type of analysis, faster computing power and data processing capabilities enable more quantitative analysis. Such approaches can help uncover subtle or highly variable behavior phenotypes, and will ultimately lead to a more complete description of animal behavior and how neural circuits govern behavior.
I found that serotonin and octopamine regulate locomotion in response to food levels. I found that serotonin suppresses roaming and quiescent behavior and promotes dwelling to produce a “feeding-like” behavioral profile. As has been previously reported, I found that the serotonin-gated chloride channel MOD-1 acted to suppress movement and promote dwelling in response to serotonin (Ranganathan, Cannon, and Horvitz 2000; Flavell et al. 2013a), and that MOD-1 likely acts in AIY to mediate this effect (Flavell et al. 2013a). By contrast, I found that the GPCR SER-5 acts to increase movement in response to serotonin. Surprisingly, I found that SER-5 acts in both muscle and neurons to mediate its effect on behavior. Future work will need to uncover which neurons SER-5 functions in to mediate its role in locomotion, as well as how SER-5 in the muscle regulates locomotion.

I found that octopamine signaling suppresses quiescence and increases roaming to generate a “fasting-like” behavioral profile. As was previously reported for another octopamine-dependent phenotype, I found that the receptors SER-3 and SER-6 are both required for octopamine’s behavioral effect (Yoshida et al. 2014). SER-3 and SER-6 act in the SIA neurons to increase CREB levels in response to octopamine (Yoshida et al. 2014; Suo, Kimura, and Tol 2006). Similarly, I found that SER-3 and SER-6 act in the SIA neurons to mediate octopamine’s behavioral effect. Therefore, octopamine elicits both metabolic and behavioral effects by acting through SER-3 and SER-6, and both effects are mediated by the SIA neurons. Future work should aim to identify
octopamine’s effectors downstream of SER-3 and SER-6 within the SIA neurons, as well as the neurons or other tissues downstream to which the SIA neurons signal.
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SUMMARY

Many experiments in *C. elegans* neurobiology and development benefit from automated imaging of worm behavior. Here we describe procedures for building a flexible and inexpensive imaging system using standard optical and mechanical components.

INTRODUCTION

The nematode *C. elegans* is a powerful model for investigating the neural and genetic bases of behavior, owing to its easily manipulable genome and well-mapped nervous system (White et al. 1986). Much of our understanding of *C. elegans* neurobiology including synaptic function (Richmond 2005), sensory systems (Goodman 2006; Bargmann 2006), motor systems (Von Stetina, Treinin, and Miller 2006), and feeding (Leon Avery and You 2012) have hinged on well-designed measurements of behavior.

Many behavioral assays can be conducted by visual observation (A. Hart 2006). Others, such as those requiring observations over long time scales (hours to weeks), or those involving subtle details of behavior are only practical with tools for automated imaging (Husson et al. 2012).

The simplest method for digital imaging is to add a digital camera to the trinocular port on an existing stereo microscope. However, this approach may not be desirable when long-term imaging and/or simultaneous imaging on multiple setups are required. In the course of our experiments to monitor behavior during development (Yu, Raizen, and Fang-Yen 2014) and aging (Churgin et al., n.d.), we have developed a table-top imaging
system using commercially available cameras, optics, light sources, and mechanical components. Since the system is relatively modest in cost ($500-800 not including the computer) we have been able to construct several of these systems for various uses in our laboratory.

MATERIALS

1. Aluminum bottom plate 12” x 12” x ½” (e.g. McMaster-Carr 8975K135)
2. Acrylic top plate 12” x 12” x ¼” (e.g. McMaster-Carr 8505K91)
3. 1.5” post clamp (Thorlabs C1501), qty. 2
4. 1.5” diameter stainless steel mounting post, 14” long (Thorlabs P14)
5. 1.5” diameter stainless steel mounting post, 6” long (Thorlabs P6)
6. 0.5” diameter stainless steel post (Thorlabs TR2)
7. Post holder (Thorlabs PH2)
8. Post holder base (Thorlabs BA1 or BA2)
9. Flexible red LED strip, 4.7” long, qty. 4 (Oznium Inc.)
10. 3-12V power supply (e.g. Marlin P. Jones and Associates 9902PS)
11. CMOS or CCD camera (e.g. Imaging Source DMK 23GP031, 2592x1944 pixel sensor, up to 15 images/s)
12. Power supply for camera, if needed (e.g. Imaging Source GigE23/PWR/Trig 1)
13. Data cable for camera
14. Imaging software (e.g. Imaging Source Image Capture 2.1)
15. C-mount camera lens (e.g. Fujinon HF12.5SA-1 2/3", 12.5mm focal length, f/1.4)
16. C-mount extension rings (Imaging Source LAex5, LAex1)
17. Borosilicate glass sheet 8” x 8” x ¼” (McMaster-Carr 8476K18)
18. Aluminum 2-hole inside corner bracket (80/20 part #4302)
19. 5-minute epoxy adhesive (Devcon)
20. ¼”-20 stainless steel cap head screws (qty 5), set screw (qty 1), and 1/4” washer (qty 4) (e.g. Thorlabs HW-KIT1)
21. Black gaffer’s tape, 1” wide (McMaster-Carr 7612A82)
22. Binder clips (Office Depot, 5/8” capacity)
23. Blackout fabric (Thorlabs BK5)
24. Self-adhesive bumpers (McMaster-Carr 95495K62, Polyurethane, 7/8” Wide, 13/32” high), qty. 4
25. 3/16” hex screwdriver (e.g. Thorlabs BD-3/16)
26. Tools required if machining top and bottom plates yourself:
   a. Drill press or handheld electric drill
   b. 1/8” diameter drill bit
   c. 5/16” diameter drill bit

METHODS

Designing the imaging system

1. Decide what field of view (FOV) and resolution are needed for your experiment. The field of view FOV is related to the sensor size SS, working distance WD (distance between the lens and object being imaged), and lens focal length f by the formula $\text{FOV} = \frac{\text{SS} \times \text{WD}}{\text{f}}$. (see Notes A1.1, A1.2)
The field of view can be adjusted by moving the camera up or down. The setup detailed in Materials will accommodate a field of view ranging from approximately 2.7 cm x 2.0 cm to 11.1 cm x 8.3 cm.

2. Select the lens. Considerations include the focal length, aperture size, and compatibility with the camera sensor size. A zoom or varifocal lens provides adjustable focal length, but may be slightly less sharp and provide slightly lower contrast than a fixed focal length lens.

3. Select the camera. Considerations include the desired pixel resolution, sensor size, and maximum frame rate. In our experience, data transfer from Gigabit Ethernet cameras is more reliable over the long term than using USB cameras.

Constructing the mechanical components

1. Drill 5/16” diameter holes at the points indicated on the top (acrylic) and bottom (aluminum) plates as indicated in Fig. A1.1. A tolerance of ±1/8” is acceptable. See Notes A1.3 and A1.4.

2. Wrap a 14” x 14” piece of blackout fabric tightly around base plate and tape to bottom of plate using gaffer’s tape (Fig. A1.2).

3. Feel for the hole on the top of the plate previously made in the base plate. Using a razor blade, cut the blackout fabric at an approximately 1” square around this hole and tape the fabric to the plate, leaving the hole clear (Fig. A1.2).

4. Attach 4 self-adhesive rubber feet to the bottom of the aluminum plate near the corners (Fig. A1.2).
5. Use a \( \frac{3}{4}'' \)-20 hex head cap screw and 3/16” hex screwdriver to attach the 1.5” diameter x 14” long stainless steel rod to the base plate (Fig. A1.2).

6. Using a \( \frac{3}{4}'' \)-20 set screw, connect the two 1.5” diameter stainless steel rods.

7. Place the first and second mounting carriers on the 1.5” diameter rod such that the side with the tapped holes faces the front of the apparatus. To set the height, tighten the clamp using a 3/16” hex screwdriver. When loosening either 1.5” post carrier clamp, support the carrier with your other hand, otherwise the carrier may fall and cause damage.

8. Attach the L-bracket to the edge of the glass plate using epoxy adhesive (Fig. A1.3). The adhesive will harden within minutes. Allow to cure overnight for full strength.

9. Mount the glass stage onto the lower post carrier using a \( \frac{3}{4}'' \)-20 screw with washer. Adjust so that the plate is level (Fig. A1.3).

10. Attach the top plate (black acrylic) to the top of the 1.5” diameter post using a \( \frac{3}{4}'' \)-20 screw and washer. Rotate the plate so that it is positioned directly above the base plate, then tighten the screw using the 3/16” hex screwdriver.

11. To minimize stray light from outside the imaging system, cut a piece of blackout cloth to cover the left, right, and back sides of the imaging system, and tape to the top plate. Add another piece to cover the front of the system.

Assembling the camera, lens, and light source:

1. Screw the lens onto the camera, separated by 5mm and 1mm extension rings. These rings allow the imaging system to focus on objects located closer than the
normal minimum distance. Depending on your application, the extension distance may need to be increased or decreased. See Note A1.5.

2. Mount a base plate to a post holder using a 1/4"-20 socket head cap screw. Attach a 1/2” diameter post (Thorlabs TR2) to the camera tripod mount using a 1/4"-20 set screw. Mount the post to the post holder by loosening the adjustment knob (Fig. A1.4).

3. Mount the camera with post and base onto the 1.5” post carrier using at least two ¼-20 cap screws (Fig. A1.4).

4. Attach the power supply and Ethernet cable to the camera. Install the camera software according to the manufacturer’s directions.

5. Use a wire cutter to strip 1/2” of the insulation off the LED wires, if needed. Connect the bare leads of the LED to the positive and negative terminals of the power supply by loosening the terminal screws, placing the bare wire behind the terminals, and retightening the terminals.

6. Place the LED strip in a ring on the base plate. Alternatively, place four shorter LED strips in a square configuration with LEDs facing inward (Fig. A1.5). The LEDs should be wired in parallel (each pair of leads connected to the terminals of the power supply), not in series. See Notes A1.6 and A1.7.

7. Test the LEDs by turning on the power supply. The brightness can be adjusted by varying the voltage. See Note A1.8.
Alignment and Optimization

1. The lens has rings for adjustment of focus and aperture size. Set the lens focus near the middle of its range. Set the aperture near the middle of its range.

2. Turn on the power supply for the LEDs. Open the camera software, select the camera, and set to preview mode. You should see an image, which may be out of focus or uniformly black or grey.

3. Place a worm plate, or any sample with height equivalent to what you will use during experiments, onto the glass stage. Adjust the height of the upper carrier to bring the object into focus (Fig. A1.6). Make fine adjustments using the lens focus. Familiarize yourself with the gain and exposure time settings. To minimize noise, set the gain to the minimum value and provide more light if necessary.

4. Set the lens aperture size. Opening the aperture will increase the amount of light collected and decrease the depth of field. The sharpness of the image is usually poor at the extremes of aperture (wide open or nearly closed) and best somewhere in the middle.

5. Set exposure time. Exposure should be set to collect an adequate amount of light without blurring due to movement. The optimum exposure is usually such that the brightest spots in the important part of the image represent about 75% of the dynamic range of the camera. If the exposure is too low, the signal-to-noise ratio will be poor. If the exposure is too high, parts of the image will be saturated (i.e. reach the maximum pixel value). The pixel values can be assayed within the IC Capture application by moving the cursor over the image.
Acquiring image data

1. Acquire time lapse image sequences using the in IC Capture using the Sequence Timer dialog (Fig. A1.6). Save images in BMP format in a new folder devoted to the image sequence. Using JPEG format results in smaller files, but the lossy compression algorithm increases image noise.

2. To block all ambient light, close openings in the black curtains using binder clips.

3. The temperature inside the rig can be monitored by a thermometer. We use a RT100 thermistor probe and handheld meter (Omega). Note the LEDs may increase the temperature inside the rig; the voltage can be lowered to reduce LED heating. See Note A1.9.

4. Fogging of the plate lid can be a problem, particularly when the temperature drops. We prepare the lids with an anti-fog coating as follows: We pour a sterile-filtered solution of 20% Tween 20 in water onto the inner surface of the lid, pour off the excess, and allow the lid to dry in a sterile hood.

5. Preparing plates in a clean hood minimizes the chances of media contamination.

6. Data can be acquired from multiple cameras using a single computer. To use multiple Gigabit Ethernet cameras, first install an Ethernet hub. Next, run a separate instance of IC Capture for each camera and configure them individually.

7. We analyze data using custom MATLAB scripts modified for each experiment. Image data acquired using this imaging system can be analyzed using worm tracking codes described elsewhere (Husson et al. 2012).
NOTES

A1.1 This formula is approximately valid for WD much greater than f.

A1.2 The sensor size can be found in the camera specifications; the sensor of the Imaging Source DMK 23GP031 camera is 5.70mm(H) x 4.28mm(V).

A1.3 When working with aluminum, drilling a 1/8” pilot hole, and use of a cutting lubricant will make machining easier. While a drill press is preferred, a hand drill can also be used. Be sure to properly secure the workpiece during drilling and include backing material if needed to avoid damaging the surface underneath.

A1.4 For any use of power tools, wear eye protection and consult personnel trained in their use.

A1.5 A CS-mount camera may come supplied with one 5 mm extension ring for C-mount compatibility; an additional ring should be added.

A1.6 For bright field imaging, a single LED source can be placed under the plate, with a diffuser made from a round piece of paper added to improve image quality.

A1.7 The use of red LEDs reduces the behavioral effects of the illumination compared with green, blue, or white light. Infrared LEDs can also be used.

A1.8 If you accidentally attach the LEDs in reverse, the LEDs will not light, but nothing else bad will happen.

A1.9 In one of our setups, we placed multiple imaging rigs inside a 4’ x 4’ x 4’ temperature-controlled chamber built using 80/20 framing and covered with black
curtains. We installed a small, digital window-style air conditioner (Frigidaire Energy Star) to control the temperature inside the chamber to better than ±0.5°C. Similarly, an electric heater with a temperature controller can be used to maintain temperature at a fixed value above the ambient.
FIGURES

Figure A1.1 Location of holes in top and bottom plates for mounting to support rod.

Figure A1.2 Bottom view of bottom plate with blackout fabric, mounted 1.5” diameter support rod, and feet.
Figure A1.3 View from below of post carrier mounted on 1.5” post, 2-hole bracket, and glass platform.
**Figure A1.4** Camera assembly containing camera, lens, cables, ½” post, post holder, base, 1.5” post carrier, and 1.5” post.

![Camera assembly containing camera, lens, cables, ½” post, post holder, base, 1.5” post carrier, and 1.5” post.](image)

**Figure A1.5** Completed imaging system including LED strips, power supply, and sample to be imaged. During data acquisition, system should be completely covered by blackout curtains (not shown).
Figure A1.6 A. Image of a 240-well microfabricated ‘WorMotel’ device containing one worm per well (Churgin et al., 2017b). B. Detail of 9 wells from A. C. Image of 24 wells. D. Detail of 9 wells from C. Note higher spatial resolution with smaller field of view. In all images, center-to-center spacing between wells is 4.5 mm. This imaging system also works well with glass wells (Yu, Raizen, and Fang-Yen 2014), hanging droplets (Clark et al. 2007), and standard NGM plates.
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ABSTRACT

The coupling of transgenes to heat shock promoters is a widely applied method for regulating gene expression. In *C. elegans* gene induction can be controlled temporally through timing of heat shock, and spatially via targeted rescue in heat shock mutants. Here we present a method for evoking gene expression in arbitrary cells, with single-cell resolution. We use a focused pulsed infrared laser to locally induce a heat shock response in specific cells. Our method builds on and extends a previously reported method using a continuous-wave laser. In our technique the pulsed laser illumination enables a much higher degree of spatial selectivity due to diffusion of heat between pulses. We apply our method to induce transient and long-term transgene expression in embryonic, larval, and adult cells. Our method allows highly selective spatiotemporal control of transgene expression and is a powerful tool for model organism biology.

INTRODUCTION

Methods for inducing transgene expression in a tissue-specific or cell-specific manner are important for investigating the roles of genes and cells in development, physiology, and behavior. Cell-specific expression has been achieved by use of cell-specific promoters, intersectional promoters, and inducible strategies (Bacaj and Shaham 2007; Wei et al. 2012) some of which also enable *temporal* control of transgene activity. However, these methods depend on cell-specific promoters or promoter combinations, which are not available in many cases. Moreover, these strategies need to be developed for every cell under study, making them impractical for application in many different cell types.
A truly general method would be capable of inducing transgene expression in arbitrary cells. A method introduced by Kamei et al called infrared-laser evoked gene operator (IR-LEGO) (Kamei et al. 2009) made progress toward this goal. In this technique, a focused continuous-wave (CW) infrared laser beam was used to heat a small volume in the organism. This heating was coupled to transgene expression by using a heat shock inducible promoter. While shown to be effective for some cases, this method has two important limitations which have limited its adoption: (1) it causes substantial diffusion of heat to neighboring cells, such that off-target transgene induction was difficult or impossible to avoid for small cells, and (2) the efficiency of transgene induction was low (20%) for many cell types. Here we present an improved method for laser-induced heat shock that overcomes these two limitations. First, we employed a pulsed rather than CW infrared laser beam to heat targeted cells with dramatically reduced off-target heating. Second, we have optimized conditions to improve the efficiency of transgene induction to as high as 95% depending on cell type in diverse embryonic and postembryonic cell types.

Theory suggests that pulsed illumination could reduce the size of the heated region as illustrated in Fig. A2.1a. During CW illumination, the temperature rapidly reaches an approximately steady-state (time-independent) distribution. For a small source of heat in an infinite homogenous medium, the steady-state laser-induced temperature increase outside the source decreases as the inverse of the distance to the source. By contrast, a brief pulse of heating at a small source will induce a Gaussian temperature profile that
decreases sharply with distance (Supplementary Text A2.S1). Therefore given equal peak temperatures at the laser focus, the peak temperature at a distance r from the laser focus should be smaller for pulsed laser heating than for CW heating.

We implemented pulsed heating using an inexpensive, thermoelectrically-cooled, fiber-coupled diode laser with 1480 nm wavelength, which is absorbed efficiently by water. The beam emerging from the fiber end was collimated by a lens, reflected from a short-pass dichroic beam splitter, then entered a 100X, NA 1.3, oil-immersion objective which focused the beam onto the sample of an inverted microscope (Fig. A2.1b).

RESULTS
We compared the temperature distributions for CW and pulsed infrared irradiation by using GFP-expressing *E. coli* as a temperature sensor. GFP fluorescence intensity decreases linearly with temperature by approximately 1%/°C over the range 20 – 60 °C (Kamei et al. 2009) (Supplementary Fig. A2.S1). We measured the CW laser spatial temperature profile by measuring the spatial patterns of laser-induced change in fluorescence intensity, and we measured the temperature changes during pulsed irradiation by using pulsed blue LED illumination to selectively excite GFP at specific times relative to the infrared laser pulse (Fig. A2.2a). The temperature decays to a nearly uniform distribution when the laser is in the off state, preventing heat buildup away from the laser focus. Modulating the laser power, repetition frequency, and duty cycle (fraction of time on) allowed us to tune the peak temperature and extent of spatial heating.
Because the laser heating profile is sharply peaked at the laser focus, reducing the overall temperature of the sample served to minimize the size of the region experiencing a heat shock. To reduce baseline temperature, we cooled the sample from 23 °C to 18 °C by passing cooled water through flexible plastic tubing wrapped around the objective lens, which is in thermal contact with the sample via the immersion oil. We measured the temperature at the sample using a microthermocouple placed inside an agar pad and confirmed that it was equal to the objective temperature to within ±0.1 °C.

Given a hypothetical peak temperature of 50 °C, we sought to determine over how large a region the laser-induced temperature exceeded 35 °C, a common threshold used for whole body heat shock in worms, using CW illumination, pulsed illumination (PIR), and pulsed illumination with objective cooling. The radius of the region heated above 35 °C decreased from 12 μm under CW illumination, to 5 μm under PIR, to 3 μm under PIR with objective cooling (Fig. A2.2b). Previous work established that the extent of axial heating was approximately twice that of lateral heating (Kamei et al. 2009), suggesting that the axial resolution of pulsed illumination with cooling is approximately 6 μm. The four-fold reduction in lateral and axial heated radius corresponds to a 64-fold reduction in heated volume compared to CW illumination.

We confirmed that results from E. coli accurately represented temperature shifts in C. elegans by measuring temperature changes in single GFP-expressing mechanosensory
neurons in intact worms (Supplementary Fig. A2.S4).

We sought to determine whether the reduced spatial extent of pulsed laser-induced heating translated to more selective transgene induction, compared with continuous-wave illumination. We compared the performance of a pulsed and continuous (Kamei et al. 2009) IR laser in inducing a HS response in seam cells in L4 larvae. Seam cells are specialized hypodermal cells 20 μm in length located beneath the worm’s cuticle (skin). We identified these cells with a GFP-tagged adherens junction marker ajm-1::GFP. Heat shock activation was assayed by scoring fluorescence three hours after laser heating of worms expressing GFP under the control of the hsp16.2 promoter (Fig. A2.3b-c). Our irradiation protocol consisted of a pulse repetition frequency of 30 Hz, pulse length of 1 ms, and duration of 6 minutes. The objective was cooled from room temperature of 24 °C to 20 °C. We found that laser powers between 220 and 260 mW induced GFP expression in 75% of targeted single cells in L4 worms with no expression visible in untargeted neighbor cells (n = 40).

To test the limits of spatial selectivity of our method we targeted head neurons in L2 larvae. The cell bodies of these neurons are among the smallest in the animal, about 3-5 μm in diameter. To assist in cell identification, we used the red fluorescent lipophilic dye DiI to stain cell membranes of the amphid (sensory) neurons (Shaham 2006). We then applied the same laser heating protocol as applied to seam cells, and assayed cells for GFP expression three hours after heat shock. We observed GFP in the targeted neuron, ADL, 30% of the time, with no visible expression in neighboring cells or pharyngeal
muscle (Fig. A2.3d-f). We were also able to induce gene expression in the amphid neuron AWB (30% induction rate, n=30) and mechanosensory neuron ALM (90% induction rate, n=10) without observing any off-target expression. These results indicate that our method can be used to induce gene expression in a highly selective manner in the *C. elegans* nervous system.

Next, we used single-cell heat shock to induce transgene modifications through the site-specific recombinase FLP. In contrast to direct heat shock activation, which induces transient expression, expression of FLP, when combined with the appropriate FRT-flanked transgene, is capable of inducing changes such as permanent induction of transgene expression or selective knockout of a rescuing transgene (Davis et al. 2008). To test this concept, we expressed FLP under a heat shock promoter and used it to excise a termination cassette upstream of the GFP coding sequence. Single intestinal cells targeted by our pulsed laser displayed robust and permanent GFP expression within 12h (66.7% induction, n=21, Fig. A2.3g-j), whereas non-targeted cells did not. Therefore our method is capable of engineering permanent genetic changes in single cells.

Finally, we tested our method’s ability to induce gene expression in embryonic cells. During early embryonic development, tissue-specific promoters are not active because cell types have not yet been specified. However the positions and cell types produced by each early embryonic blastomere are predictable because *C. elegans* develops through an invariant lineage (Sulston et al. 1983). Induction of transgenes in individual targeted embryonic cells will be useful for tracing cell positions in mutants or for lineage-specific
rescue experiments. We individually targeted each of the cells in 4-cell stage embryos in *Phsp-16.2::GFP* worms. With a modified heating protocol, we could both maximize hatch rate (>74%) and observe efficient induction of GFP expression (>80%) in the descendants of ABp, ABa, and EMS (Supplementary Table A2.S1). The frequency of GFP induction in P2 was lower, perhaps due to this cell’s transcriptional quiescence during the 4-cell stage (Leatherman and Jongens 2003), but we still observed expression in this lineage in 26% of embryos. We confirmed that expression was limited to the targeted cell and its progeny by comparing the observed fluorescence pattern three hours after heat-shock (Fig. A2.4b, f, j, n) with an AceTree computer simulation of the expected positions at that stage (Boyle et al. 2006) (Fig. A2.4d, h, l, p). Our finding that single cell heat shock is capable of inducing gene expression in the daughters of individual cells during development points to its potential usefulness in genetically manipulating developing embryos with fine spatiotemporal control.

**DISCUSSION**

In summary, we have developed a robust, efficient and specific method for transgene induction in single cells. Our method can evoke gene expression in a variety of cell types while avoiding gene induction in neighbors only about 5 μm from the laser focus. This represents a vast improvement in spatial selectivity compared with existing methods. We have optimized irradiation protocols for efficiently inducing expression without visible damage in both developing embryos and larvae. Our method is inexpensive and similar in technical complexity to laser ablation systems, which are used widely in studies of *C.*
*elegans* (Fang-Yen et al. 2011), and therefore should extend readily to other transparent organisms such as embryos and larvae of *Drosophila* and zebrafish. We expect our method will be particularly useful in studying development, where expression of transgenes with fine spatiotemporal control can help elucidate the cellular and molecular mechanisms governing cell fate decisions (Abdus-Saboor et al. 2011), body patterning (Pearson, Lemons, and McGinnis 2005), and organogenesis (Mango 2009).

**METHODS**

*Laser and microscope.* We combined a fiber-coupled infrared diode laser (Fitel FOL1425RUZ-317, wavelength 1480 nm, up to 400 mW) with an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000-S) equipped with DIC and fluorescence optics and with sample stage raised using a height adjustment kit (T-BSUK). The laser was controlled by a diode laser driver (Opto Power OPC-PS03-A) and a thermoelectric cooler (Thorlabs TEC2000). The emission from the fiber tip was collimated with a plano-convex lens (focal length f=75 mm). A shortpass dichroic mirror (Thorlabs DMSP1000R) positioned between the objective lens and the fluorescence turret reflected the collimated laser beam into the back of the objective lens (Nikon Plan Fluor 100x, NA 1.3). A pulse generator (Stanford Research Systems DG535) connected to the laser driver was used to control the frequency, duration, and number of laser pulses. We recorded images using a CCD camera (Photometrics Cascade 1k) and Micro-Manager software. Data analysis was performed using MATLAB (Mathworks Corp.).

The infrared beam is not detectable directly using our CCD. To determine the location of
the laser focus, we used laser trapping of 1 μm diameter polystyrene beads (E. Kim et al. 2013). On each day, prior to experiments with worms, we used our setup to illuminate a 0.25% suspension of 1 μm polystyrene beads (Polysciences) in an aqueous solution. We marked the location of a trapped bead on the computer monitor; this mark was used as a guide to perform laser heating of cells.

To lower the temperature of the sample, we wrapped plastic tubing (Tygon) around the microscope objective. Cool water at 5 °C was run through the tubing by a temperature-controlled water circulator (Brookfield). The circulator was turned on at least one hour before laser heat shock to allow the temperature of the objective to stabilize. We periodically monitored the temperature of the objective using a thermocouple.

_Temperature Calibration of GFP_. GFP-expressing _E. coli_ were spread onto a 10% agarose pad using a platinum wire pick and the microscope slide carrying the pad was placed on a thermo-controllable microscope stage. The temperature was controlled with a water circulator. We inserted a microthermocouple (Physitemp) into the agarose pad to monitor the temperature of the pad. Fluorescence images of the same field of view were taken periodically as the temperature was shifted. Fluorescent illumination was only applied during image acquisition and the exposure time per image was less than 5 s. Images were corrected for photobleaching. The mean value of the same ROI was plotted versus temperature as measured by the microthermocouple (Supplementary Fig. A2.S1).
**Temperature Measurement using GFP.** GFP-expressing *E. coli* were spread onto a 10% agarose pad using a platinum wire pick and the microscope slide carrying the pad was placed on to a standard microscope stage. For continuous wave temperature measurements, the laser power was adjusted to the desired setting and two fluorescence images of the same field of view were acquired; the first image was acquired with the CW laser disabled and the second image was acquired with CW laser enabled. The exposure time was the same for both images but varied day to day from 0.5 to 2 s. The laser spatial heating profile was calculated by dividing the pixel intensity values between the two images and converting the decrease in fluorescence intensity during laser heating into temperature change using the calibration curve described above (Supplementary Figure A2.S1).

For pulsed laser temperature measurements we used a 10W blue LED (center wavelength 445 nm). The LED light was collimated with a 40 mm focal length aspheric condenser lens (diameter = 50 mm) and directed through the fluorescence port of the modified inverted microscope. The same pulse generator that controlled the laser also controlled the LED driver via a solid-state relay (Grayhill 70-ODC5).

To measure the temperature changes as the laser pulsed at 1 kHz with 0.2 ms pulse length (Fig. A2.2a), the blue LED was set to illuminate from 0.1 to 0.2 ms during the pulse cycle (Fig. A2.2a inset). In this case, pulsing the LED in phase with the pulsed laser effectively sensitized the camera to the GFP signal during the laser on state. As with CW temperature measurements, two images were taken; one with the pulsed laser disabled
and one with the pulsed laser enabled. Both images were acquired with the same
exposure time which varied day to day from 1 to 10 s. Next, the LED was set to
illuminate during 0.8 to 0.9 ms of the pulse cycle and two images were acquired in the
same manner as before. In this case, pulsing the LED out of phase with the pulsed laser
effectively sensitized the camera to the GFP signal during the laser off state (Fig. A2.2a).
The pulsed laser spatial heating profile during the laser on and off states was determined
in the same way as for CW temperature measurements using the GFP temperature
calibration to convert fluorescence decrease into temperature shift (Supplementary Figure
A2.S1).

We sought to confirm that the in vitro scenario accurately described in vivo temperature
shifts. We conducted an experiment using live, immobilized worms expressing GFP in
mechanosensory neurons as a temperature sensor, analogous to the E. coli experiments.
We targeted the cell body of one of the bilateral ALM neurons and measured peak
temperature as a function of IR laser power. We found no difference in peak temperature
between E. coli and the ALM cell body proximal to the coverslip (Supplementary Fig.
A2.S4). However, targeting ALM distal to the coverslip generated a slightly higher peak
temperature, possibly due to removal of a heat-sinking effect of the glass coverslip. Our
results indicate that the in vitro model of laser heating accurately describes in vivo
temperature shifts.

Strains. Worms were cultured on NGM agar seeded with OP50 bacteria using standard
methods (Sulston, J, and Hodgkin, J 1988). Larval and adult worms were handled with a
platinum wire pick. Embryos were handled with a mouth pipette. Worms used for larval and adult experiments were grown at 20 °C. Worms used for embryo experiments were grown at 15 °C. All heat shock experiments were carried out using the strain ST66 (ncIs17 [PHsp16.2::EGFP]). We occasionally observed GFP expression in single cells prior to heat shock. All GFP induction experiments were carried out using cells in which GFP expression was not observed prior to heat shock. To monitor in vivo temperature shifts in adult worms, we used strain muIs32 (Pmec-7::gfp). To identify and target seam cells for heat shock we constructed the strain YX40 by crossing ncIs17 and ncIs13. The transgene ncIs13 contained Pajm-1::gfp, an adherens junction marker which delineated seam cells in larval worms. GFP was never visible in seam cells prior to heat shock.

Experiments in which the neuron ALM was targeted for heat shock were carried out using the strain containing ncIs18; muIs32. ncIs18 [PHsp16.2::mRFP]. RFP expression was never visible in ALM prior to heat shock. All experiments involving amphid neurons and all experiments involving embryos were carried out using the strain containing transgene ncIs17. GFP expression was never visible in amphid neurons or embryos prior to heat shock. For experiments using FLP, we constructed the strain YX29 (qhEx15 [hsp16.48p::FLP; his-72p::FRTmCherryFRT_GFP::unc-54 3'UTR]. One of four of the first intestinal ring cells in L3 or L4 worms were heated with 25% duty cycle at 100 Hz for 3 minutes. GFP expression was scored 18-24 hours later after heat shock.

For seam cell heat shock experiments, L4 animals were removed from food for one day prior to experiments. After heat shock, animals were recovered to a new seeded OP50 plate. We found that this process increased the efficiency of single cell heat shock
activation four-fold in addition to raising the damage threshold (Fig. A2.3a, Supplementary Fig. A2.S5). Animals were only starved for use in experiments in which seam cells were targeted.

To label the cell membranes of amphid neurons (Fig. A2.3d-e), we used DiI staining (Shaham 2006).

*Larvae Laser Heat Shock and Mounting.* During imaging and heating, 5-10 worms were immobilized using 10% agarose pads and 0.1 μm polystyrene beads as described by Kim et al (E. Kim et al. 2013). Worms underwent the pulsed laser heat shock and recovered to a seeded NGM agar plate within one hour of mounting.

To activate FLP-coupled heat shock-mediated gene expression in L3 and L4 animals (Fig. A2.3g-j), intestinal cells were targeted with the IR laser for 3 minutes with pulse repetition frequency of 100 Hz and pulse length of 2.5 ms. GFP induction was scored >12 hours after heat shock.

*Embryo Laser Heat Shock and Mounting.* For embryo experiments, 4-cell stage embryos were mounted according to the protocol described by Bao and Murray (Bao and Murray 2011). All slides contained control embryos not subjected to laser illumination. Embryos were imaged and heat shocked within 20 minutes of mounting. Cell were targeted during the four-cell stage for 15 s with pulse repetition frequency of 100 Hz and pulse length of 2.5 ms. 2-3 hours after laser irradiation, we scored GFP induction using a
Leica DM2500 fluorescence microscope. Embryos remained mounted overnight in a humidified chamber to score hatching the following morning (Supplemental Table A2.S1). The hatch rate for control animals was 100%.

**Computer Simulation.** We used AceTree (Boyle et al. 2006) to generate 3D images of the expected positions for each 4-cell blastomere's progeny after 3 hours based on a reference model of embryogenesis (Richards et al. 2013) (Figs. A2.4d, h, l, p).
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Figure A2.1 Pulsed and CW laser heating. (a) Principle of pulsed-laser-induced gene expression. By allowing time for heat to dissipate after each pulse, a pulsed laser heats a smaller volume than continuous wave illumination, avoids heating neighboring cells, and confines gene induction to the targeted cell. (b) Experimental setup.
Figure A2.2 Pulsed Laser Temperature Profile (a) Spatial heating profile for IR laser pulsed at 1 kHz repetition frequency and 0.2 ms pulse length, as measured using the temperature dependence of GFP. The temperature profile during the IR laser pulse (red) peaks at the laser focus and decays sharply away from the focus. The temperature profile between pulses (blue) is nearly uniform. Inset (not to scale): fluorescence blue LED excitation pulses applied during (red) or after (blue) the pulsed IR laser (black). (b) Comparison of spatial heating profiles for CW laser (solid red), pulsed laser (dotted green), and pulsed laser with cooled objective (dashed blue).
Figure A2.3 Efficient pulsed laser-induced gene expression in *C. elegans* (a) Gene induction and damage rate plotted against laser power for seam cells in L4 animals. Blue circles represent gene expression in only the targeted cell. Green triangles indicate expression in the target cell and other cells. Red crosses indicate cell damage. n > 10 for each point (b) Two seam cells in an L4 animal prior to laser heat shock. White asterisk indicates the targeted cell. Scale bar, 10 μm. (c) The same two seam cells 3 hours after heat shock. Cytoplasmic GFP is visible in only the targeted cell. (d) Single cell GFP expression in neurons of L2 larvae. Red lipophilic DiI stains the cell membranes of amphid neurons. ADL was targeted for heat shock. Scale bar, 5 μm. (e) Cytoplasmic GFP is visible in only ADL 3 hours after HS. (f) Merge of d and e. (g) FLP-coupled gene
expression in a single intestinal cell (white asterisk). Scale bar, 20 μm (h) FRT-flanked mCherry expression (i) GFP induction in the targeted cell (j) Merge of k and m.
Figure A2.4  Efficient pulsed laser-induced gene expression in the daughters of individual cells in *C. elegans* embryos  (a) Four cell stage embryo just prior to laser heat shock with ABp denoted by a white asterisk (b) Cytoplasmic GFP seen in only the descendants of ABp 3 hours after heat shock. (c) Brightfield microscopy image merged with b to show embryo stage. (d) AceTree simulation of an embryo 3 hours after four-cell stage showing the descendants of ABp labeled green. The fluorescence pattern in b and c agree, suggesting only ABp was heat shocked. The same results as for ABp are shown for targeting EMS (e-h), ABa (i-l), and P2 (m-p). White asterisks label the cell targeted for heat shock. All cells were targeted during the four-cell stage for 15 s with pulse repetition frequency of 100 Hz and pulse length of 2.5 ms. The microscope objective was not cooled during these experiments. Scale bar, 20 μm.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Supplementary Figure A2.S1  Temperature Dependence of GFP-expressing *E. coli*. Fluorescence intensity of GFP (solid black curve) expressed in *E. coli* measured on a thermo-controllable stage decreases linearly. In all calibration experiments we used the fit line, $F$, to convert changes in fluorescence intensity into temperature changes. The fit (dashed black curve) obeys $f = -0.0079t + 1.18$, where $t$ is the temperature in °C and $f$ is the fluorescence intensity relative to the fluorescence intensity at 23 °C. The fluorescence temperature dependence measured here is comparable to that previously described$^3$. 
Supplementary Figure A2.S2 Frequency Modulates Baseline Temperature and Width of Spatial Temperature Distribution

The pulse repetition frequency and pulse length modulate the baseline temperature and width of the spatial temperature distribution, with higher repetition frequencies raising the temperature throughout the field of view and shorter pulses narrowing the temperature distribution.

(a) Temperature at the laser focus during the laser off state increases with frequency. For a given duty cycle (10%) and laser power, the temperature at the laser focus during the laser off state increased with the pulse repetition frequency. Error bars represent SEM for 3 measurements.

(b) Spatial width of temperature decay curve decreases with frequency. We measured the radial distance from the laser focus (peak of the temperature distribution) to the points where the temperature equaled the baseline temperature plus 25% of the difference between the peak and baseline temperatures. This distance decreased with frequency. Error bars represent SEM for 3 measurements.

(c) Illustration of how the temperature distribution width W plotted in b was calculated.
Supplementary Figure A2.S3 Laser Power and Frequency Influence Peak Temperature

The temperature at the laser focus during the pulsed laser on state was measured for a range of laser powers and repetition frequencies while holding the duty cycle at 10%. Temperature curves increase approximately linearly with laser power. As expected, higher frequencies have shallower slopes than lower frequencies, owing to the fact that as frequency increases the laser is on for less continuous time and as a result lower peak temperatures are generated. Error bars represent SEM for 3 measurements.
Supplementary Figure A2.S4 Comparison of *in vitro* and *in vivo* temperature shift. The temperature shift was calculated for a continuous wave laser in GFP-expressing *E. coli* (green). *In vivo* temperature shifts were measured using the transgene *mec-7::gfp* which is expressed in the bilateral ALM neurons. Adult hermaphrodites were immobilized and the ALM neurons were targeted with the CW laser. When immobilized, the ALM neurons lie either adjacent (proximal) to the coverslip or adjacent to the mounting pad (distal to the coverslip). Targeting the proximal ALM cell body generated a similar temperature curve as targeting GFP-expressing *E. coli*. Targeting the distal ALM generated slightly higher (5 °C) temperature shifts that we attribute to a heat sinking effect of the glass coverslip. Error bars represent SEM for 3 measurements.
Supplementary Figure A2S5  Starvation Increases Probability of Single Cell Gene Expression and Increases Damage Threshold

For a range of laser powers we measured GFP induction in seam cells for starved (solid blue curve) and well-fed (dashed blue curve) L4 animals. Starved animals exhibited a much higher rate of GFP induction. Additionally, the rate at which we observed damage seam cells after heat shock was different between starved (solid red curve) and well-fed (dashed red curve) L4 animals. The threshold at which damage became apparent was higher for starved animals then for well-fed animals.
Supplementary Table A2.S1 Gene expression and hatch rate for single cells targeted during four-cell stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Targeted</th>
<th>GFP induction rate</th>
<th>Hatch rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abp</td>
<td>30/31 (96.8%)</td>
<td>23/31 (74.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>20/25 (80.0%)</td>
<td>23/25 (92.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aba</td>
<td>21/26 (80.8%)</td>
<td>20/26 (76.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>7/27 (25.9%)</td>
<td>23/27 (85.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT A2.S1

Heat transport during continuous-wave and pulsed laser illumination
The dynamics of the temperature distribution is described by the heat equation with external input:

\[ \rho c_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \kappa \nabla^2 T + P \]

Where \( \rho \) is the density, \( c_p \) is the specific heat, \( \kappa \) is the thermal conductivity, and \( P(r,t) \) is the heat power deposited by the laser. Suppose \( P=0 \) outside a small radius \( r_0 \).

For **continuous-wave illumination** \( P \) is constant. At steady-state (time derivative of temperature is zero) we have

\[ T(r, t) = T_0 + \frac{P}{4\pi \kappa r} \]

for \( r > r_0 \). Therefore the laser-induced temperature shift decreases as the inverse of the radius from the center of the heated region.

For **pulsed illumination**, an infinitely small and short pulse of heat creates a thermal distribution described by the fundamental solution

\[ T(r, t) = T_0 + \frac{E}{4\pi \rho c_p (\alpha t)^{3/2}} e^{-r^2/(4\alpha t)} \]

where

\[ \alpha = \frac{\kappa}{\rho c_p} \]

is the thermal diffusivity and \( E \) is the total energy deposited by the pulse:

\[ E = \int_{\text{pulse}} P \, dt \]

Therefore in pulsed illumination the laser-induced temperature shift decreases exponentially with the square of the distance to the heat source.
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ABSTRACT

The spatial and temporal control of transgene expression is an important tool in *C. elegans* biology. We previously described a method for evoking gene expression in arbitrary cells by using a focused pulsed infrared laser to induce a heat shock response (Churgin *et al* 2013). Here we describe detailed methods for building and testing a system for performing single-cell heat shock. Steps include setting up the laser and associated components, coupling the laser beam to a microscope, and testing heat shock protocols. All steps can be carried out using readily available off-the-shelf components.

Highlights

1. We describe methods for construction of a system for single-cell transgene induction in *C. elegans*

2. We use a pulsed infrared diode laser to heat a single cell

3. The system is built from only off-the-shelf components
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of this protocol is to modify a microscope so that an external infrared laser is coupled through the microscope objective for the purpose of inducing heat shock in single cells of embryonic, larval, or adult *C. elegans*. The basic design of the system is
shown in Fig. A3.1. A fiber-coupled infrared diode laser is operated in a pulsed laser mode using a laser driver and pulse generator. The laser beam exits the fiber, is collimated by a lens, and enters through the rear of the objective lens of a microscope after reflecting from a dichroic filter. The objective focuses the laser beam to a sub-micron-sized focused spot at the sample plane. Some of the laser light is absorbed by water or other molecules in the targeted cell, causing the local temperature to rise. The use of a pulsed laser allows targeting with higher spatial resolution than possible with continuous-wave illumination, as described previously (Churgin et al. 2013).

First, we discuss the laser, microscope, and components and procedures necessary to align the two with respect to one another. Next, we describe calibration of the laser beam and steps for optimizing the laser heating protocol for specific cell types. Optional modifications, such as objective or sample cooling, can also be made to optimize spatial resolution.

Before beginning work with any lasers, ensure that users have completed all appropriate laser safety training and that any relevant safety equipment including protective eyewear and/or laser curtains has been obtained. Invisible infrared laser radiation poses a particular hazard. Infrared viewing cards (e.g. Thorlabs VRC2) can be used to visualize laser beam position and size. Use of an optical power meter (e.g. Coherent LaserMate) is recommended to measure laser power propagating at different locations in the optical setup.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE APPARATUS

Selection and modification of the microscope

The primary considerations when selecting a microscope for single-cell heat shock are (1) compatibility with imaging methods for targeting the appropriate cell(s), and (2) access to the back aperture of the microscope objective. The laser beam will enter from outside the microscope itself and the collimated beam will be directed into the back aperture of the objective via a dichroic mirror. We used a Nikon TE2000 inverted microscope in which the sample stage and objective turret was raised by 60 mm using a Nikon T-BSUK stage height adjustment kit. The dichroic mirror was positioned at a 45° angle under the microscope objective using Thorlabs posts and positioners. Alternatively, the dichroic can be mounted within a fluorescence filter cube and placed within a filter cube turret (either a previously existing one or another mounted above or below the first).

To couple a laser into Leica microscopes including the DMI and DM series, custom filter cubes are available (W. Nuhsbaum Inc., McHenry IL) for coupling lasers into the objective from a direction 90 degrees from the fluorescence illumination pathway. For other types of microscopes, consult manufacturer representatives to discuss strategies for laser coupling. The considerations discussed here are nearly identical to those which appear when designing a system for laser surgery (Fang-Yen et al. 2012) or optical trapping (Neuman and Block 2004). Optical configurations for coupling to older finite tube length microscopes are also available (Bargmann and Avery 1995).
Regardless of strategy for coupling the laser into the microscope, ensure that the dichroic is mounted in a stable manner and that the reflective side of the dichroic is facing the objective. The microscope should be safely secured to an optical table or breadboard before attempting to align the laser. This can be done by surrounding the feet of the microscope by optical bases (e.g. Thorlabs BA series) and mounting them to the breadboard.

It is important that the laser fiber mount, lens, dichroic mirror, and microscope are fixed in position with respect to one another. Shifting of the optical components, even by a very small amount, will require time-consuming realignment.

*Laser selection and setup*

Infrared light generates heat in biological tissue primarily through absorption by water in the tissue. Therefore, to maximize the temperature increase attainable for a given laser power the wavelength of the infrared laser should be chosen to be efficiently absorbed by water. We used a laser with 1465 nm wavelength, at which the absorption coefficient of water (Kou, Labrie, and Chylek 1993) is approximately $\alpha=31.6 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. That is, radiation at this wavelength will be attenuated by factor of $1/e$ upon propagation through water over the absorption length $1/\alpha = 316 \mu \text{m}$. (By comparison, the absorption length of water is 0.44 m at $\lambda=800 \text{ nm}$ and 3.75 m at $\lambda =600 \text{ nm}$.)
We used a Fitel FOL1425RUZ-317 fiber-coupled diode laser module with 1465 nm wavelength, maximum drive current 1750 mA, and maximum power 400 mW. This laser diode module, which was designed as a pump laser for fiber amplifiers, was purchased from Lightwavestore (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) with an FC/PC fiber optic connector and a short length of SMF-28 optical fiber (Corning) attached via fusion splice to the fiber end. Great care must be taken to avoid contact of any object with the fiber end, which is easily fouled or damaged. The fiber end can be cleaned with ethanol and lens tissue. The laser module contains an integrated thermoelectric cooler (TEC) and thermometer for temperature control. We installed the laser module into a 14-pin butterfly laser diode mount (Thorlabs LM14S2) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

The laser diode mount contains two connectors, one for a laser diode driver and one for a temperature controller. We connected the diode mount to a laser diode driver (Opto Power OPC-PS03-A) and connected the temperature controller mount to a temperature controller (Thorlabs TEC2000), both via cables with DB9 connectors on both ends. Nearly any other laser diode driver and/or thermoelectric controller capable of supplying sufficient currents would also suffice. The laser diode temperature should be set according to manufacturer recommendations. The laser power can be adjusted by controlling the output current. If an optical power meter is available, calibrate the power vs. current curve and compare with the specifications. To maximize lifespan of the laser diode, use only the minimum current necessary to achieve optical trapping and/or the desired level of heating.
To control the pulse repetition rate (frequency) and pulse duration of the laser, we used a pulse generator (Stanford Research Systems DG535). We set the trigger frequency to be the pulse frequency, “A delay” to be 0 ms, “B delay” to be the pulse duration, and then used the “AB” output configured to produce 5V high outputs to control the laser diode driver through the external input BNC connector. Pulse outputs can be monitored on an oscilloscope (optional). For applications where larger heated regions (>3µm) are acceptable the laser can be driven continuously (continuous wave, CW) in which case the pulse generator is not required. In addition, use the laser in CW mode during alignment procedures.

**Coupling the laser beam to the microscope**

We attached the FC connector at the fiber end to a Thorlabs SM1FC adapter which was mounted on an X-Y translatable stage to aid beam alignment (Thorlabs ST1XY-S). All optical components should be mounted on optical posts, post holders, and bases (e.g. Thorlabs TR4, PH4, BA2) secured to an optical table or optical breadboard (e.g. Thorlabs).

Turn the laser on with low power and use an infrared reader card to visualize the beam by placing the card near (but not touching) the fiber tip. You should see the beam profile on the card. As you move the IR card away from the fiber tip the beam profile should expand because the beam diverges upon exiting the fiber.
If the microscope is an infinity-corrected system, the laser beam needs to be nearly
collimated (neither diverging nor converging) when it enters the microscope objective in
order to produce a focus coincident with the image plane. Therefore, a collimating lens
should be inserted between the output of the fiber-coupled laser and the dichroic mirror.
The focal length of the required lens is given by \( f = \frac{r}{\tan(\theta)} \), where \( r \) is the radius of
the objective’s back aperture and \( \theta \) is the beam divergence angle. The beam divergence
angle is specified by the numerical aperture of the optical fiber \( \text{NA} = \sin \theta \), equal to 0.13
for SMF-28 fiber; this corresponds to the angle from the optical axis at which the beam’s
power is 5% of the maximum. We used a plano-convex lens with \( f = 75 \) mm (Thorlabs).
The back aperture of the objective was 1 cm wide.

The collimating lens should be mounted on a linear translation stage (e.g. Thorlabs)
oriented in the Z direction so that fine adjustments can be made to the beam collimation.
Secure the linear translation stage to the table/breadboard so that the collimating lens is
approximately one focal length away from the fiber tip. Align the lens and the fiber tip to
be at the same height. Turn the laser on at low power and visualize the beam with the IR
card at various distances. The beam should not diverge after passing through the
collimating lens. Adjust the Z-translation stage so that the beam diameter remains
constant as the IR card moves away or toward the lens.

Before entering the microscope, the laser beam can be routed to the appropriate position
using one or more mirrors (e.g. Thorlabs BB1-E04) mounted on mirror mounts (e.g.
Thorlabs KM100). The use of such mirrors provides easily manipulated degrees of freedom which can aid in alignment of the beam with respect to the microscope.

The dichroic mirror which couples the laser beam into the objective needs to efficiently reflect the infrared laser wavelength while passing visible wavelengths to allow for simultaneous laser heating and imaging of the sample by brightfield, DIC, or fluorescence microscopy. We used a shortpass dichroic mirror (Thorlabs DMSP1000R) positioned under the microscope objective and oriented at a 45 degree angle with respect to the incoming beam.

Optimal focus of the infrared beam requires a high numerical aperture objective (NA>1). We used an oil-immersion Nikon CFI 100X Plan Fluor (NA 1.3) objective.

For initial alignment of the laser into the microscope, remove the objective and use an IR viewing card to position the laser beam at the center of the objective mount. Adjust the beam position and direction using adjustment knobs on the optomechanical components between the laser and objective.

Next, switch to a low magnification objective (e.g. 5-10X). Attach the IR card to the front of the objective using tape. Adjust the X-Y translators on the fiber mount and collimating lens to maximize the amount of IR light transmitted through the objective. Periodically move the IR card away from the objective to ensure the light is not exiting the objective at an angle relative to the objective axis. If light is not exiting
perpendicularly from the objective axis, ensure that (i) The dichroic mirror is oriented at 45° and (ii) The fiber mount and/or collimating lens are directed along the axis toward the dichroic mirror. If either requirement is not met it may be difficult to achieve optical trapping and thus visualize the laser beam focus. Repeat this alignment procedure with the higher magnification, high NA objective until the light transmitted is maximized through the desired objective.

**Location of the laser focus**

Precise location of the focused laser beam is critical for aligning the laser and for accurate targeting of single cells. Since infrared radiation at 1.45 µm is invisible both to the human eye and to nearly all imaging sensors, another method of visualizing the focused beam is needed. We used optical trapping to locate the position of the infrared laser focus and thus test how well the laser is coupled into the objective. Briefly, optical trapping is a method whereby a tightly focused laser beam generates forces that can trap small objects located at the focus of the laser (Neuman and Block 2004). A weakly focused laser beam cannot generate sufficient forces for optical trapping, so the ability to trap small objects, such as 1 µm diameter polystyrene beads, is a good metric to judge the quality of laser coupling.

To create a suspension of polystyrene beads for visualization of optical trapping, dilute a 2.5% solution of 1 µm beads (Polysciences 07310-15) by a factor of 10 in water. 1 mL of this stock solution should last for at least one month when kept at 4°C. Mount the
bead suspension on the microscope on a slide outfitted with a coverslip using plastic shim stock (McMaster-Carr 9513K57) or glass coverslips as spacers. When the laser is off the beads will undergo rapid random Brownian motion due to thermal fluctuations. When the laser is turned on (in continuous-wave mode) and properly aligned, beads away from the focus should begin moving more rapidly due to heat-driven convection, while a single bead near the laser focus will become trapped and nearly stationary at the laser focus (Fig. A3.5).

Starting with the laser at zero current, slowly increase the current until you can see the polystyrene beads moving faster due to the laser-induced temperature increase. Slowly move the sample stage. Most beads will move along with the stage. Look for a bead that remains fixed in the field of view as the sample stage moves. This bead is trapped at the laser focus. If you cannot find a trapped bead, adjust the collimating lens Z-translation stage by 5-10 microns and repeat. If the laser beam is not sufficiently collimated, either (i) the beam focused by the objective may not be tight enough to trap the beads or (ii) the beam may be focused at a plane away from the objective’s focal plane.

Monitor the laser current and/or power required to achieve optical trapping. This gives an indirect measure of laser transmission through the objective: if the beam is poorly aligned with the objective back aperture, some fraction will be lost and a greater total power will be required for trapping.
Adjust the laser beam lateral position to bring the focus near the center of the field of view. If the trapped bead does not appear to be in focus, the collimation of the laser beam can be adjusted to bring it into the focal plane. Note that adjusting the microscope focus knob cannot be used to focus on the trapped bead, since the optical trap location moves with the objective.

Once optical trapping is observed, capture an image on the camera attached to the microscope. Record the pixel location of the trapped bead to represent the location of the laser focus. This can be done by marking a position via the camera software, or by using a fine permanent marker to mark the bead’s position on the computer screen displaying the image. For the latter, do not move or resize the image window. The mark can be removed using ethanol.

*Optional sample cooling*

Cooling the sample by 5-10° C improves the spatial selectivity of the heat shock induction (Churgin et al. 2013). Commercial sample cooling devices are available from several vendors including Physitemp, Microptik, and Instec. We used a simple method in which cool water was circulated through flexible plastic laboratory tubing (Tygon, 1/4” diameter) wrapped around the objective lens (Fig. A3.4), which is thermally coupled to the sample via the immersion oil. Cool water was provided by a digital temperature-controlled water circulator (Brookfield).
CALIBRATION AND TESTING OF LASER HEAT SHOCK

Calibrating the laser-induced temperature increase

In order to choose the appropriate laser power for a given application it is important to determine the relationship between laser current and/or power and the induced temperature change. The decrease in GFP fluorescence with temperature can be used to measure the laser-induced temperature shift (Kamei et al. 2008). GFP-expressing *E. coli* (available from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center) can be used to generate a uniform layer of GFP for quantification of fluorescence changes.

Smear a clump of GFP-expressing *E. coli* with a platinum wire pick onto an agarose pad. Let the pad air dry for 10-15 minutes. When the coverslip is placed on the pad, it should stick firmly and not slide around. Place the microscope slide containing the pad and *E. coli* on the microscope and locate a region of relatively uniform bacterial density using a GFP filter. Capture a fluorescence image with the laser off. Turn the laser on and record a second image, being sure not to move the field of view or change any image acquisition parameters. Using an image analysis program (we use MATLAB) quantify the fluorescence in a small region of interest (~1 µm x 1 µm) at the laser focus by summing up the intensity values in the ROI. Divide the measured quantity attained during the laser-on image by that attained during the laser-off image, and the resulting ratio will be a measure of the decrease in fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence relative to baseline should approximately obey the relationship $f = -0.0079T + 1.18$, where $T$ is the temperature in degrees Celsius (Churgin et al. 2013). This equation can be used to
convert relative fluorescence decrease into temperature shift. This calculation can be repeated for multiple laser powers to generate a curve for peak temperature vs. laser power and/or current.

It is also possible to measure temperature changes during pulsed laser illumination. This requires a blue LED (for GFP illumination) to be pulsed at different phases with respect to the pulsed infrared illumination. This can be done by configuring the pulse generator to generate two pulse trains, with the first pulse train governing the infrared illumination and the second pulse train governing the blue LED illumination via the LED drive electronics. Shifting the delay of blue LED illumination relative to pulsed infrared heating enables measurements of temperature while the laser is in the on or off state.

Performing laser heat shock in larval or adult C. elegans

To assess heat shock in single cells, we used the strain ST66 (hsp-16.2::GFP (Kamei et al. 2008)). Immobilize up to 10 worms on a 1 mm-thick 10% agarose pad and 0.05-0.1µm diameter polystyrene beads (E. Kim et al. 2013). Do not allow worms to remain immobilized on the pad for longer than necessary; about an hour should be the limit. During experiments, all slides should contain control (mock-treated) worms.

Mount the slide on the microscope. For each worm, center the target at the laser focus and turn the laser on for the duration required. During experiments, the pulsed laser was turned on or off by enabling and disabling the laser driver. We used laser heat shock
times in the range of 1-5 minutes for larvae and adult worms. Recover the worms to seeded NGM plates. Check gene induction after 3 hours or as needed. We find GFP fluorescence is usually visible within 3 hours and is maximum between 8 and 12 hours after heat shock. Note any reduced viability in experiment and control animals.

*Laser heat shock of C. elegans embryos*

Mount embryos according to the protocol described by Bao and Murray (Bao and Murray 2011). Mount embryos slightly younger than the stage at which you would like to heat shock. All slides should contain control (mock-treated) embryos. For each embryo, center the target at the laser focus and turn the laser on for the duration required. We used laser heat shock times in the range of 10-20 seconds for embryos. We noticed that heating for longer durations, even at very low laser power, resulted in a high probability of embryos arresting. Onset of gene induction will depend on the stage at which embryos are heated. Check for gene induction after 1 hour. Note any embryonic arrests or reduced viability in experiment and control animals.

*Optimization of laser heat shock protocols*

Several parameters can be varied to optimize heat shock response in the targeted cells: (i) laser power, (ii) pulse duration, (iii) frequency of laser pulses, and (iii) total duration of pulsed laser illumination. Modulating these parameters provides some flexibility in the characteristics of heat shock experienced by the targeted cell.
Increasing laser power will increase the peak temperature at the laser focus. Decreasing the pulse duration will yield finer spatial resolution of heat shock as more time is introduced between pulses for thermal energy to dissipate. Increasing the laser frequency will raise the baseline temperature but enable the use of shorter pulse durations.

If laser heat shock yields no observable gene induction, we recommend first increasing the laser power in 10% increments. If gene expression is not confined to the desired region we recommend then taking steps to limit the spatial extent of heating, such as decreasing the pulse duration or employing sample cooling. Once these steps are taken it may be necessary to then increase the laser power and/or heat shock duration, as shorter pulses or sample cooling will reduce the peak temperature at the laser focus. Through iteration one can achieve a range of peak temperatures with a range of spatial resolutions.

For larvae or adult worms we recommend starting with heat shock durations in the range of 3-5 minutes. For embryos we recommend starting with heat shock durations in the range of 10-20 seconds.

SUMMARY

We have presented a protocol for adapting a microscope for pulsed laser heat shock, and for using it to induce transgene expression in single C. elegans cells. We have tested these methods for turning on GFP expression in several cell types including neurons, seam cells, and intestinal cells (Churgin et al. 2013). However, we expect that researchers will adapt the methods for expressing arbitrary constructs within arbitrary
cell(s) of interest. We also anticipate that our method will be readily extensible to other
model systems including Drosophila, zebrafish, and cultured cells.
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FIGURES

Figure A3.1 Experimental Setup. An infrared laser controlled by a laser driver and pulse generator is directed into the back aperture of a microscope objective and induces local heating in *C. elegans*. 
Figure A3.2 Laser setup. A fiber-coupled infrared diode laser with 1465 nm wavelength and integrated thermoelectric cooler.
Figure A3.3 a. Fiber-to-free space launch setup including translation stages for fine adjustments. b. Beam path showing back of microscope.
**Figure A3.4** Dichroic mirror positioned under raised objective lens reflects IR laser into objective and transmits visible light.
Figure A3.5 Visualizing the laser focus using optical trapping. a) Optical trapping of one bead. Untrapped beads undergo random Brownian movement. b) Bright field image of 1 μm diameter polystyrene beads. Scale Bar: 5 μm c) Long exposure image of the same beads with the infrared laser enabled. A single bead is trapped at the laser focus (arrow). Untrapped beads are blurred due to long exposure time.
Figure A3.6 Single-cell gene induction using pulsed laser heat shock.  

Mechanosensory neurons ALM and AVM expressing GFP. Scale bar: 10 μm  
b) Heat shock induction of RFP in ALM only (same field of view as panel a).  
c) DIC image of a 4-cell stage embryo before heat shock to ABp (asterisk).  
d) Same embryo 2-3 h later.  
e) GFP induced in the daughters of ABp.
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